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PREFACE.

The Author's " Guide to the Perplexed"

havinjT, by the blessing of God, proved a

guide to many of that class, he is encour-

aged to address the Prayerful who suspect

that their prayers for mercy and grace are

not answered.

He has seen, with some surprise and much
sorrow, that not a few of the devotional

seem to forget that the promises of God to

the prayerful are, when applied to the heart

by the Holy Spirit, the real answers to all

prayer for spiritual blessings. The connec-

tion between fervent prayer and saving faith,

also, is not, he thinks, so familiar to the

prayerful, as it ought to be. And, as mia-

takes on these and on similar points cannot

but interrupt communion with God, the

Author ventures to suggest the following

simple hints, *' to all that, in every place, call

upon the name of Jesus Christ."

R. P.
1* ^
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No, I.

ACCESS TO GOD.

The highest human honor is access to the

King. Even a single interview with the mon-

arch is generally coveted, and, if obtained,

never forgotten. How much more should

access to the " King Eternal, Immortal, and

Invisible," be prized and improved! But,

alas ! it is not so in general. We are natu-

rally averse to " draw nigh unto God." The

human mind, whilst unaffected by eternal

things, regards prayer rather as an irksome

task than as a glorious privilege. Accord-

ingly we invent or avail ourselves of excuses

for the neglect of prayer, and are not often

very sorry when kept or called away from the

throne of grace. Even when bowing before

it in secret, and whilst no external objects
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distract or divert our minds, we are prone to

hurry over devotion, and but too willing to

return to the world. The social circle, or a

favorite book, has, in general, greater charms

for us, and can detain us much longer, than

the raercy-seat of God. We find it easier to

come down from the closet to the parlor,

than to go up from the parlor to the closet.

" The hour of prayer" is far less punctually

kept than the hour of any secular or social

engagement. The time which ought to be

sacred to God is often sacrificed to the world
;

but we seldom sacrifice to God any of the

time which belongs to the world. In a word,

there is nothing we have more reason to be

ashamed of than our low views, and our lower

feelings, upon the subject of secret prayer.

And yet, prayer is access to God, and may

be communion Avith God ! It may be to us

what praise is to angels and glorified spirits

—

^'fellowship xoilh God and the Lamb.^' We
may come as near to the Eternal Mind in

prayer, as they come to the eternal throne in

praise. What then ought wc to think of our

reluctance to pray ? Were any angel or spirit
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in heaven half as reluctant to sing the new

song, or to lay his crown at the feet of the

Lamb, we should condemn him at once, and

expect his expulsion from heaven. We should

no more think of excusing or palliating his

conduct, than that of " the angels who kept

not their first estate ;" nor would his imprison-

ment in their chains of darkness, nor his im-

palement in their penal fires, surprise us.

Thus promptly and justly do we judge, in the

case of those who have " access" to God in

heaven. We expect them to " serve Him with-

out tveariness." Let not the impression of this

supposed case be defeated by the fact that

the spirits in heaven have nothing else to do.

The difference between their lot and our own
is indeed, immense. They have no cares,

no corruptions, nor temptations to hinder or

harrass them ; but

" What various hindrances v)e meet
In coming to the mercy-seat !"

True ; and just because they are many and

great, the greater need we have for coming

often and regularly, that we may obtain mercy
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and find grace to help. For if glorified spirits

could neither be happy nor safe without com-

munion with God, how much less can we be

happy without it in a world so trying, or safe

in a world so ensnaring ! They need commu-
nion with God, in order to sustain their

" eternal weight of glory :"—how much more

do we need it, in order to sustain our patience

under afflictions, and our character amidst

temptations !

It will assist us still farther, in forming a

just judgment of our own hearts and habits,

if we review some of the instances of special

" access" to God, which have been vouchsafed

" at sundry times, and in divers manners, to

the fathers." Under the Law, the high priest

had access, annually, to the mercy-seat in the

holy of holies ; and, when within the vail,

God communed with him from between the

cherubim. He could say with certainty, as

he entered with blood and incense, " / ivill

hear what God, the Lord,tviU speak; for He

will speak peace to his people.''^ Now, with

such an introduction as the typical blood of

atonement, and such a welcome awaiting him.
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what should we have thou_ht and said of the

high priest, if he had neglected to go into

the holy of holies, or had not gone up to the

mercy-seat, or had come out before he heard

what God, the Lord, would speak 1 Had any

priest been guilty of this neglect, all hearts

would have been shocked at his impiety, and

all voices united in condemning him. We
should have expected to hear that, like the

offerers of " strange fire," he was suddenly

and signally consumed by penal fire. You

feel this through all your soul, and are glad

that there is no instance of a high priest neg-

lecting to draw nigh to God, when within the

vail. But is it not more shocking and sinful

not to draw nigh to God, now that the eternal

throne is the mercy-seat, and the blood of the

Lamb our introduction and plea 1 That pre-

cious " blood" is both the plea for, and the

pledge of, our success in prayer. And access

to God on the mercy-seat is now daily. At all

times, in all places, and under all circum-

stances, we may " come boldly to the throne of

grace, to obtain mercy, and find grace to help

in time of need." Why, then, is this freedom of
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access so little prized or improved ? We can-

not say that it is less interesting to enter our

closets to commune with God, than it was to

enter the holy of holies. The scene is,

indeed, less impressive in its external circum-

stances, and it makes no appeal to our senses
;

but, when it is duly examined, it is really

more useful than all the glories of the holy

of holies. The ark of the covenant was, no

doubt, splendid, and the golden mercy-seat

sublime, and the cherubim majestic, and the

cloud of glory, crowning the whole, effulgent;

but the whole were only " shadows of good

things to come ;" whereas we have in our

closets, the " good things" themselves. There

we may behold the brightness of the Father's

glory, in the face of Jesus ; and see, in his

person and work, the substance of all that was

shadowed within the vail, and more than all

that was typified throughout the temple. Our
perfect and preserved Bible is, itself, more
wonderful and glorious than " the cloud of

glory." That Shcchinah of the divine pre-

sence was, even when its radiance '• tilled the

temple," a dark cloud, compared with the
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light which is embodied in and shines from

the sun of Scripture. Possessing this great

and true light, we have no need to regret the

loss of any thing which the ancient temple

contained : for this light shows God to he all,

and to be doing all, upon the throne of grace

in heaven, that he was and did upon the

mercy-seat on earth. If, indeed, God had

become less accessible, less sympathizing, or

less faithful in reference to prayer, than he

was in the temple, there would be reason to

regret our transfer from the temple to the

closet ; but, as God himself is the same for

ever—his heart the same in kindness—his

hand the same in bounty and power—the

changes of place and circumstances are of no

consequence whatever. All the real value of

the holy of holies and its magnificent mercy-

seat was—that there God heard and answered

prayer. But for that, and what they typified

of Christ, they would have been mere gorgeous

ornaments : and, as types are now useless,

and the answer of prayer secured by the in-

tercession of Christ, the " closet" is preferable

to the temple, if communion with God be our
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object. For, in the " closet," God is " all in

ALL !" When we retire to it, we meet God
only : we speak to God alone.

Alone with God: How solemn and sub-

lime ! Such access to him has no parallel in

heaven itself. It is as if all the spirits around

the eternal throne were moved back to " the

borders of Emmanuel's land," whenever a

new spirit was about to enter ; that thus its

first interview might be with God alone, and

its first emotions seen only by Him. Draw-
ing nigh to God in the closet has all the

secrecy, and none of the overwhelming solem-

nity, of such an interview.

The soul is there with Go J alo::c. as if it

alone engaged all his notice. It has God
wholly to itself; and may unbosom and plead

as if He had no one else to attend unto at the

moment.

We could not have entered within the vail

of the temple, even if we had lived when the

temple was in all its glory : but, if we could

'have entered to pray before the mcr(';y-scat,

what would it have been compared with thus

meeting, in the " closet," with nothing but
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God, and with God all to ourselves 1 Oh,

why should we ever be reluctant to pray, or

heartless in prayer ? Secret prayer is a pri-

vate interview with God, as real as that at the

bush in Midian, or that on mount Peniel,

vouchsafed to Moses and Jacob. If, there-

fore, we would readily welcome such visits

from God as the Patriarchs were favored

with, and would consider even one visit to be,

on his part, an act of infinite condescension,

what ought we to think of the daily privilege

of visiting God in secret, and being noticed,

heard, and remembered by Him, for good?

Do consider : in the " closet" we are allowed

to say all unto God that we could wish to say

if we were praying upon the very spot where

archangels adore and redeemed spirits sing.

There is no note on the harp of Gabriel more

welcome to Jehovah than the cry of a peni-

tent for mercy, or the supplication of a child

for grace. God makes it even a condition of

coming to Him, that we " believe that he is

the revvarder of them who diligently seek

Him." Think of all the armies of heaven roll-

ing from their harps the anthems of eternity.

2*
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Arc they noticed and approved ? Hear, then,

the voice of God outspeaking the chorus of

heaven !
" Thus saith the High and Holy One,

Avho iahabiteth eternity, unto that man will I

look, and with that man will I dwell, who is

of a contrite spirit, and who trembleth at my
word." Truly prayer is " access to God !"

He dwells with the prayerful, as he inhabits

eternity ;—actually, willingly, and with de-

light. How wilhngly and cheerfully, there-

fore, ought we to enter into our closets, and

pray to the Father who seeth in secret, and

rewardeth openly! Oh, had Job known all

this as clearly as we do, how would he have

prized and improved such access and welcome

to God! He would not have grudged the

time, nor shrunk from the effort, required in

drawing nigh unto God. When he exclaimed,

" O that I knew tvhere I might find Him,

that Imight come even to his seat!" he would

have gladly gone any where to find God. If

" His seat" had been on the loftiest and

coldest summit of Lebanon, and Lebanon

quaking like Sinai, Job would have climbed

it, to meet God in mercy. If " His seat" had
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been in the depths of the most desolate wilder-

ness, or at the uttermost parts of the sea,

Job would have travelled to it willingly, to

" order his cause before God." We feel sure

of this ; it being so consistent with the patri-

arch's character. Indeed, we should have

readily blamed him, in the upbraiding spirit of

his three friends, if he had been unwilling to

go any where to find God. Well ; we know

where to find God.

" We have no such lengths to go ;"

no such questions to ask. We know where

he " waiteth to be gracious." God is always

to be found at our own home, when we seek

him with the whole heart. More intimate

communion may be found with him in the

closet at home, than was found in the ancient

temple, even by those who travelled from

Dan and Beersheba to appear before God in

Zion. They could not enter into the holy

place made with hands, but had to worship

afar off; ''for the Law made nothing per-

fect ; hut the bringing in of a better hope

did ; by the which we drmv nigh unto God."
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Well, therefore, might Paul add, " Having,

therefore, brethren, boldness (freedom) to

enter into the Holiest by the blood of Jesus,

by a new and living xvay, which he hath con-

secrated for us, through the vail ; and having

an High Priest over the house of God

;

let us draw near ivith a true heart, in full

assurance of faith." Thus it is, that " ac-

cess" to God is the pledge of acceptance with

God. And, until this be understood and

believed, neither the duty nor the privilege of

secret prayer will have much influence upon

our hearts or habits. So long as we have

any doubt, or feel it but a " peradventure,"

whether we shall really " obtain mercy, and

find grace," we shall not come often nor will-

ingly to the throne of grace. While prayer

is at all regarded as hopeless work, it will

continue to be heartless work.

Now, many do doubt very much, whether

they shall succeed in asking for salvation;

and they are very much confirmed in this

habit of doubting, by observing some who
have prayed much and long, but who are yet,

by their own confession, quite uncertain as to
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their oion acceptance with God. Such per-

sons are not exactly hopeless, nor do they in-

sinuate any thing against the efficacy of

prayer ; but they have so little hope, and

that little is so fluctuating, that the witnesses

of it aie not much encouraged to pray from

their example. We have felt this, when we

have found some man of prayer a man of fear.

And as we do feel, and ought to feel, that

God might justly refuse to answer our prayers

for salvation ; and as we see that He seems,

in some instances, to refuse peace to better

men, we are thus led into a suspicion of His

wiUingness to save us. And this doubting

habit is still farther confirmed, when our own

experience in prayer is similar to that of the

persons just described. When we find that

but little hope, and no certainty, follows our

own prayers ; and that we obtain no solid

peace or enjoyment ; and that the result is

still as doubtful as ever : and that we know

not what to think of our case ; we are thus

drawn farther and farther into the wards of

Doubting Castle, away and from the throne

of grace.
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Now, under these circumstances, it is not

by splendid descriptions of that " glorious

high throne," nor by glowing pictures of

the solemnity or sweetness of prayer, nor by

strong assertions about angels not being more

welcome, nor even by appeals to the success

of others ;—it is not by these things alone, nor

chiefly, that we can be charmed back to the

throne, or kept near it. These things have

much M'eight, and a sweet influence upon the

mind, whilst the mind can cherish the hope of

eventual success ; but, whilst that is doubted,

they will not render us truly devotional. In-

deed, we shall never pray much, nor with

much pleasure, until we are persuaded that

we shall not pray in vain. Access to God
will be prized, just in proportion as we feel

sure of acceptance with God.

"Is it, then," it will be said by some, " our

duty to believe that we shall find the mercy

we pray for 1 Are we warranted and bound

to calculate upon acceptance with God, when

we have sought it with all our heart and

soul?" What saith the Scriptures? For we

ought to take no word, but the word of God,
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on this subject. Now tho Scripture speaketh

expressly on the point : " He that cometh to

God MUST believe thai he is the rewarder of

them thai diligently seek him." And again,

" Whosoever shall call upon the name of tlie

Lord shall be saved." Thus both the promise

and the precept render it the duty of the

prayerful to believe that "through the grace

of our Lord Jesus Christ" they shall be saved.

It is by overlooking this grand fact that so

many of the prayerful are fearful. They
watch, indeed, for answers to their prayer

;

but they look unto their own hearts for them,

instead of looking also to the word of God.

This is a grievous mistake. The state of our

hearts should not, indeed, be overlooked

;

but, whilst this is true, it is equally true that

our hearts cannot feel what we do not believe.

If, after praying fervently for mercy, we sit

down to examine solemnly whether we feel

any hope, peace, or joy, springing up in our

hearts, we ought not to be surprised if we
feel nothing of the kind, so long as our atten-

tion is confined to our hearts. The answer to

such prayers is in God's promises to the prayer-
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ful ; and, therefore, until they are noticed and

believed, we cannot feel that our prayers arc

answered. It is what God has xn-itlen that

produces what should be fdt; and it is by

believing what he has pronaised that hope

and peace arise in the mind. Now God has

promised that " whosoever shall call upon

the name of the Lord shall be saved." If,

therefore, we arc conscious of having sought,

in good earnest, the salvation of God, by

the blood of the Lamb, and for holy pur-

poses, it is now as much our duty to be-

lieve that we shall be saved, as it was our

duty to pray for it. Our salvation began,

in fact, when we began to seek it with our

whole heart ; and it will go on, in holiness

and happiness, just in proportion as we cul-

tivate devotional habits. Indeed, a devotional

spirit is itself one of the chief parts of per-

sonal salvation, and both the pledge and pre-

lude of the whole.

It is when these things are understood by

the prayerful, that the closet becomes, like

t)ie house of God, " the gate of heaven ;"

and that we obey the call to " enter" it, with
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something of the same spirit in which we wish

to welcome the invitation of the Judge, when
he shall say from the great white throne, " Come,

ye blessed, inherit the kingdom prepared for
you." No one " on the right hand" will refuse

or hesitate to enter the " kingdom" then ; and

no one who believes that access to God ' is in

order to acceptance with God, will refus^to

enter the " closet" now. For the prayerless do

noi beheve in the efficacy of prayer.



No. II.

THE PKOMISES OF GOD TO THE PRAYERFUL

THE REAL ANSWERS TO PRAYER.

No complaint is more common, amongst

one class of those who pray in good earnest

for mercy and grace, than that they obtain no

answer to their prayers. Their strong cries for

pardon, although often uttered " with tears,"

are not followed by a sense of pardon. The

groanings of their spirit for peace with God,

although "unutterable,"owing to their depth,are

not followed by any calm of conscience. Even

their entreaties for some faint gleam of hope,

lead to little more than the suppression of abso-

lute despair, and not always to that.

In such cases, it is no wonder that com-

plaints should be uttered, and dejection felt,

"//ope deferred makeih the heart sick.^' It
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does not, however, harden the heart. Accord-

ingly, the complaints of the disappointed

breathe no charge or insinuation against the

faithfulness of God, and imply no reflection

upon his character. The unsuccessful sup-

pliants lay all the blame upon themselves ;

and even those of them who resolve their

failure into sovereignty, do not impeach the

justice of that sovereignty. They feel theii

own utter unworthiness, and see clearly that

they have no personal or legal claim upon the

mercy of God; and, under this conviction,

all their complaints are deep regrets, and

never, in calm moments, murmurings or up-

braidings. Whilst they exclaim, with David,

" O my God, I cry in the day time, but thou

hearest not ; and in the night season, and am

not silent ;"—they add with him, " But thou art

holy, O thou that inhuhitesl the praises of

Israel

:

—/ am a worm, and no man.'''' Thus

they find, in the holiness of the divine charac-

ter, and in the unholiness of their own charac-

ter, overwhelming and silencing reasons for

their want of success in prayer.

Now there is so much real humility in this
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state of mind, and it is so like the temper of

David, and of other true penitents under the

Old Covenant, that no minister of the New
Covenant would hesitate to encourage such

persons. lie is not, however, an " «6/e"

minister of the JVew Covenant who merely

assures them, " that delay is not denial," even

if he add to that proverb the sacred oracle,

" Though the vision tarrtj, wait for it."

There is, indeed, much truth, and encourage-

ment too, both in the proverb and the oracle.

In reference to many things, pertaining to hfe

and godliness, they can hardly be too often

remembered, nor too strictly applied, by the

prayerful. They are not, however, very appli-

cable, nor intended to apply, to the case of

fervent prayer for a personal interest in the

great salvation. In the matter of hope or

peace, there is, happily, neither denial or

delay on the part of God. " He that asketh,

receiveth; and he that seeheth, Jindcth;"

whether he knovitth or not the time. The

vision itself does not " tarry," however long

and slow the prayerful are in discovering it.

The message sent to Daniel, after his fervent
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prayers, is in effect, the assurance given to

every one who is seriously seeking for mercy

and grace, through the blood of the Lamb :

—

" Fear not ; for from the first day that thou

didst set thine . heart to midersiand, and to

chasten thyself before thy God, thy words

were heard.^' In the case of Daniel, an

angel, indeed, was the bearer of this assur-

ance ; and in our case no such messenger is

vouchsafed. An apostle of the Lamb, how-

ever, assures us, upon the same authority,

that " if xve ask any thing according to His

will, God htareth ws." John calls this " the

confidence,''^ which the prayerful have in God
;

and adds, " If ive knoto that ' he hear us,

whatsoever ive ask, we knoiv that we have (or

shall have) the petitions we desired of him."

1 John V. 14, 15. This is, indeed, strong

language, and must seem strange to those

who have never duly considered it before.

But it is not stronger than, nor at all different

from, that employed by the Saviour, when

he enforced and encouraged secret prayer.

^'Jisk," said Christ, and it shall be given

you ; seek, and ye shall find ; knock, and it

3*
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shall be opened unto you :" " Foi' every one

that asAeth, recelvelh ; and he that seeketh,

jindcth ; and to him that knockelh, it shall

be opened.'' Matt. vii. 7, 8. In all this we

hear nothing, and see nothing, that sanctions

or suggests the popular notion of denial or

delay.

There are, indeed, instances both of denial

and delay to be found in the Scriptures.

Paul besought the Lord " thrice," that the

thorn iu the flesh might be removed from

him ; but his request was not complied with.

It was not thus, however, that his fervent

prayers at Damascus were treated. There,

he was praying for his sotil, and for salvation ;

and, at the end of three days, Annanias was

sent to assure him that he had obtained

' mercy and found grace. Now this fact is

characteristic of God's usual plan in answering

prayer. When the blessings prayed for

are temporal, things, or those spiritual things

which belong to the prosperity, rather than

to the safety, of the soul, there is often, in

the former case, denial ; and in the latter,

delay : but when the prayer is, like that of
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the publican, for mei-cij, the prayerful, like

the publican, go down to their " house justi-

fied ; for he that humbleth himself shall be

exalted." Matt, xviii. 14. Thus it is that

denial, when it occurs in the case of the hum-

ble, regards temporal things only ; and delay,

when it occurs, is always owing to some defect

of their humility. This is one general prin-

ciple of God's plan of answering prayer. Ano-

ther is, that, if we regard sin in our hearts,

" the Lord will not hear us." Agreeably to

this high and holy principle, James explained

the unanswered prayers of the Jewish con-

verts : " Ye ask, and receive not, because ye

asJc amiss, that ye may consume it upon your

lusts.^' James iv. 3. Whoever, therefore,

seeks mercy or grace for unholy, or not for

holy, purposes, is sure to be denied. All

grace is for gracious purposes ; and all mercy

to promote holiness. A third principle of

God's plan of answering prayer is, that we
" must believe that He is the rewarder of them

who diligently seek him." Hence, the express

and authoritative injunction to every praying

man : " Let him ask in faith, nothing tvaver-
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ing ; (or, undoubtingly :) for he thai wuver-

eth (doubteth) is like a wave of the sea

driven with the wind and tossed. For let

not that man think that he shall receive ai,y

thing of the Lord." James i. 6, 7. Thus

without faith in prayer, it is impossible to

please God ; and, therefore, useless to expect

answers to it from God. For as he who docs

not believe that God "is," will not seek Ilim

at all ; so he that does not believe that God is

the rewarder of them that diligently seek him,

will not find him at all. Unbelieving prayer

will always be unprofitable prayer.

We have now before us "the three chief

principles which regulate the answers to

prayer. By them, therefore, let us judge

the real character of our own prayers.

First,—Have we prayed humbly 1 This is a

question which we can answer. We know

the spirit in which we poured out strong cries

and tears unto God for mercy. We remember

distinctly how our souls longed and thirsted,

and wrestled for salvation. We can never

forget how a sense of its greatness, and of

our own unworthiness, pressed upon our
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hearts. We saw and felt that there was

nothing between us and perishing but the

blood of the Lamb ; that we had nothing to

say for, but all against, ourselves ; and that

we could do nothing but cry for mercy.

Peter, when sinking in the waves—the Pub-

lican, when smiting on his breast—and the

dying thief, when exclaiming, " Lord, remem-

ber me !" were, at once, our examples and

our encouragement, during those solemn mo-

ments of secret prayer. And though, on

looking back to those penitential approaches

to God, we feel that they were not so humble

as they ought to have been, and remember

that, at the time, we felt anxious to sink

lower in self-abasement, and ashamed because

our spirit was not more broken and contrite
;

still, when compared with our former state

of mind, and when tried by the character of

the natural mind, we cannot but think that,

whatever else our prayers were then, they

were truly humble : at least, we intended

them to be, and tried to make them truly

humble. We were not conscious, at the

moment, of any pride, or self-dependence.
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We meant nothing of the kind, but were ni-

tent upon humbling ourselves before God, and

upon repenting in dust and ashes. We were

not, indeed, satisfied, at the time, with either

our humility or our penitence ; but wished

both to be deeper. We were not, however,

pretending, nor holding back our hearts from

shame or sorrow. Accordingly, we feel now,

that—whatever else was the defect of our

prayers for mercy, and whatever be the result

of them—we were not insincere nor heartless

in them.

Well, this is the kind of prayer which God

has promised to answer. And I thus endea-

vour to characterize it, and to compare it with

prayers which have been answered, that

we may see and feel that we have sought

the Lord with our whole heart. It is of

great importance to be sure of this : for,

whilst we are not sure that we have prayed

aright, we cannot believe aright the promises

made to the prayerful. Settle it, therefore,

in your minds, that as surely as you have

mourned, and been in bitterness of soul before

God, whilst looking upon the Saviour whom
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your sins have pierced, so surely has " the

spirii of grace and supplication" been poured

out upon you from on high. Yes, you have

been " taught " to pray, who have thus cried

mightily unto God. And as you do not and

cannot forget these prayers, neither will God

forget or refuse to answer them.

Secondly,—Have we had a holy design in

our prayers 1 It is of equal importance to be

sure of this also. And, as in the former case,

we can answer the question. We know whe-

ther we are in good earnest to be saved from

sin, as well as from hell. We remember dis-

tinctly how we felt, and intended, and

resolved, in regard to the sins which had

dominion over us. There was, indeed, a

struggle at the idea of giving them up, and

many a fear lest they should regain the mas-

tery. But we did not wish to keep them,

nor to come under their bondage again. Our

desire was, that God would not only forgive

us sins, but also " cleanse us from all ini-

quity." We knew the fact, and were not

dissatisfied with it, that if we regarded sin

in our hearts, the Lord would not hear us.
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In a word we did not wish to sin because

grace abounds ; but desired grace for gra-

cious purposes. Thus our prayers were holy

in their object, as well as humble in their

spirit. Well ; such prayers were never left

unanswered. It never was, and never will

be said in hell, by any one, that he prayed

earnestly for holiness, but was denied it.

And one reason why this blessing is never

denied, is, that whenever it is asked with all

the heart, the heart is influenced by the

Spirit of God, who never awakens holy desires

without intending to gratify them. Settle it,

therefore, in your minds, that as surely as you

have been led to plead earnestly for a holy

salvation, you will be led, by the same Spirit,

to rejoice in that salvation eventually. This

result cannot fail, because " God cannot lie.''

Thirdly.—Have we asked in faith, notliing

doubting 1 Now here we must, at once, plead

guilty of much unbelief. We have often

doubted, and always doubted, more or less

in all our prayers. We can hardly see, in

our own case, the possibility of keeping out

all doubts from our minds in prayer. Indeed,
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the thing seems impossible, whatever be the

consequence. The consequence is, however,

that the doubting man shall receive nothing

af the Lord ; and, therefore, undoubting

prayer cannot be an impossibility, whatever

it may seem at first sight.

This matter must be minutely examined.

Now, all doubts do not spring from iinbelief;

and many of them are not wilful. Accordingly,

whilst we are prone to doubt, we take

no pleasure in doubting. We should be very

glad to be quite free from all doubts and mis-

givings of heart in prayer. Whatever sin,

therefore, may be in them, we fall into it

not willingly, but in order to avoid the far

greater sin of presumption. So little idea or

design have we of offending or dishonoring

God, by our doubts, that we actually give

way to them, lest we should offend him by

hoping too much or too confidently. We
think it more becoming and necessary, as

sinners, to keep far off from the very appear-

ance of presumption or self-complacency.

In a word, we doubt, because we think it

would be sinful or rash, in us, io believe

4
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that we have obtained the mercy which we
have been praying for. Whatever evil, there-

fore, may be in cherishing the doubts which

we indulge, it has certainly been in order to

avoid a greater evil, that we have given way
to them. This is the real fact of ihe case

;

and, therefore, it does not fall fully under

the threatening :
" Let not that man think that

he shall receive any thing ofthe Lord.''

When, however, prayer has been truly hum-

ble in its spirit, and holy in its object, it is

sinful to entertain any doubt of its success,

seeing God has promised, yea, sworn, to

answer it. If, indeed, there were no pro-

mises, or the promises not "yea and amen"

in Christ, doubting might be even a duty or

a virtue ; because, in that case, faith would

have no clear warrant. But as He who has

said, *' Ask," has said also, " ye shall receive,"

it is as much our duty to believe his promise,

as to obey his precept.

In fact, whatever warrant or reason we

have for praying, we have them also for

believing that our prayers will be answered.

God never said to the seed of Jacob, nor to
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any one else, " Seek ye my face in vain ;" for

he is not a man, that he should lie ; nor the

son of man, that he should repent : His word

standeth fast unto all generations.

"But," some will say, "whatever be

argued or proved, as to the theory, the fact

is, that my prayers for an interest in the

salvation of God have not been answered

yet. Years have elapsed since I was led to

cry mightily unto God for mercy ; but I have

not obtained mercy. 1 do not set this fact

against the truth of what I have just read;

but I state it as an exception to the general

rule." Now, upon the supposition that you

have poured out your heart unto God for

saving mercy, I here close with you at once,

and ask,—Upon what aidhoritij do you affirm

that you have not found mercy of the Lord 1

Where has God said that he has refused your

prayer 1 Who told you that you were an ex-

ception to the general rule ? "I need no one

to tell me," you will say : " my own feelings

assure me of the fact. Should I not have

peace and joy in my heart, if my prayers for

pardon and acceptance had been answered?
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But I am a stranger to peace and joy, and

almost to hope too ; and, surely, that is

authority and reason enough for saying that my
prayers arc not answered."

This is, indeed, a strong case, and almost

startling to one who has affirmed, and is

pledged to confirm the fact, that pardon and

acceptance are never denied, when they are

earnestly sought for holy purposes. I repeat

the fact, however, and proceed to redeem my
pledge. Now, you say, that you feel that your

prayers are not yet answered : accordingly, you

believe also that they are not. But how would

you feel if you believed that your prayers for

mercy had been presented by the Saviour,

and accepted by God 1 Do you not see, at a

glance, that if you believed this to be true,

you would feel both peace and joy 1 "VVell
;

do you not see, with equal clearness, that

whilst you do not believe this, you cannot

experience peace or joy 1 It is impossible to

feel the peace of believing, whilst you disbe-

lieve. It is unreasonable to expect to feel

the answer of prayer, whilst you think that

it is unanswered. You cannot feel difter-
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ently from what you think. Accordingly,

whenever any one has felt his prayers

answered, it must have been by believing

that Christ had presented them, and that

God had thus accepted them, for the sake

of Christ.

" But," you say, " I do not know that my
prayers have been thus heard at the throne

of grace. If I could think that the Saviour

had interceded for me, I could then easily

believe that I was accepted in the Beloved."

Well ! Do you know any thing to the con-

trary ? Can you prove that He, who never

shut his ear to the cry of a perishing sinner,

has overlooked you ? Would that be like the

Saviour's well-known and long-tried character,

as the Mediator between God and man?

Is it not far more in harmony with all you

have read of Him, to believe that, when he

saw you at the foot of the cross crying for

mercy, he took up your cause ? You know

that he has taken up many such, since he

took his place, as an Intercessor, before the

throne ; and he is not changed since you

began to plead at the footstool.

4*
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" True," you say ;
" but how can I know

that h3 his interceded for mc 1 You say,

beheve that your prayers are accepted through

Him ; but where is niy aulhorttij or ivarrunt

for beheving this ? Would you have me to

beheve it to be true, merely because I ivish

it to be true ? I may say here (but in another

spirit) ' What sign shoicest thou, that ice may

believe /'

"

Now you are right in thus requiring a

higher authority than my word, or your own
wishes, before venturing to beheve that you

have obtained the mercy of God unto eternal

hfe. Nothing short of a divine warrant

ought to satisfy you ; for nothing less can

sanction a divine hope. But allow u.c to

ask here, what do you mean by a divine w arrant

for believing that the mercy you implored

is granted 1 What would you consider suffi-

cient authority for the belief of this 1 Would
the written ivord of God, in the Scriptures,

satisfy you? If so, I redeem my pledge at

once ;
" He that askeiht recclcelh ; and he

that seeketh, findeth /" Are you disappointed ?

Are you ready to say,—" / have asked, but
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not received ; sought but not founds I am
not sure of that. But, were it true that you

had not yet found the merey you had sought,

it is equally true that you are warranted, by

the express word of God, to believe that you

shcdl find it eventually. " Seek and ye shall

Jind,^' is the assurance given in Scripture to

all the prayerful. And how gloriously Paul

aniplifies and applies it : " -For whosoever

shcdl call on the name of the Lord shall he

saved.'''' Here, then, is a divine warrant for

believing that your prayers for salvation ivill he

answered ; a fact which may well fill your

heart with a hope full of immortality, and

both increase and confirm your devotional

habits.

But even this, pleasing as it is, is not all

the truth. If you have prayed like the publi-

can, you are "justified " like the publican.

This is the Scriptural fact ; and it is by

believing it, that peace conies into the mind.

in this way only could the publican have

known his own justification. No voice from

the mercy -seat within the veil answered his

prayer for mercy ; no messenger from heaven
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assured him of pardon : if, therefore, he went

down to his house with a sense of pardon and

acceptance, it must have been derived from

believing the often revealed fact, that God
delighteth in mercy, and is the rewarder of

them that diligently seek him.

This subject cannot, however, be well pur-

sued, until the affinity of fervent prayer and

saving faith be clearly understood.



No. III.

THE AFFINITY OF FERVENT PRAYER AND

SAVING FAITH.

Whatever we may think of prayer, and

however doubtful we may feel as to its answer,

we are quite sure that faith, when genuine,

cannot fail to save the soul. " He thai 6e-

lieveth shall never perish." " He that

believelh hath eternal life." Thus real faith

places the safety of the soul beyond all risk

and doubt. Accordingly, were we as sure

that we had believed with the heart as that

we have prayed with the heart—as sure that

we are true believers as that we are praying

persons, we should then feel that we were both

warranted and welcome to consider ourselves

the children of God, and to appropriate to

ourselves all the great and precious promises.

But we are not so sure that we have truly be-

lieved as that we have truly prayed. We
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have no doubt of the sincerity of our prayers

for mercy and grace ; but we have many

doubts as to the genuineness of our faith. We
know when we began to pray in good earnest

;

but we cannot tell when we began to believe

in Christ with the heart, nor are we sure that

our believing is faith. The consequence is,

that, whilst thus doubtful of the reality of our

faith, we doubt whether our prayers are, or

ever will be, answered.

I thus identify myself with you, in your diffi-

culties upon this subject, that I may gain your

confidence, and prove to you that I have

felt them—felt them also long and deeply

—

that I have as little inclination to speculate or

theorize about faith, as to blaspheme. I have

no new system to establish, nor any old ones

to explode. What I have studied and prayed

to ascertain for myself is—the exact thing—
the precise state of mind, which both God

and the Lamb call for, under the name of

faith orj believing ; and w ilh \a hich they have

graciously connected the promise of salvation.

Now, in examining the word of God on this

subject, I find,
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First. That the Scriptures do not distin,'

guish between fervent prayer and saving

faith ; hut treat them as the same thing.

Both the Old and the New Testament distin-

guish, and that by the broadest hnes of demar-

cation, between faith and works—between

beheving and doing ; but never between be-

lieving and praying. Accordingly, there are

no instances, in Scripture, of any prayerful

person being represented or treated as an un-

believer, or without faith. The prayer of the

hypocrite and the wicked is, of course, de-

clared to be an " abomination to the Lord,"

whilst they continue such : but, when the wicked

man forsakes his way and the unrighteous

man his thoughts, and turns unto the Lord

with supplication, he is recognized and treated

as a believer ; " God wilt have mercy upon

him, and our God abundantly pardon:^' the

very promise made to faith. Yea, whenever

prayer is humble in its spirit, and holy in

its object, it is regarded by God as faith,

even if the suppliant be " trembling " at the

word of God. Isa. Ixvi. 1, 2. "A broken

heart," on account of sin, is never represented
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in Scripture as " an evil heart of unbelief;"

nor a " contrite, spirit," even if only mourning,

as without faith : but the promise to mourners

in Zion is the very same that Christ made to

his real disciples,—" They shall be comforted."

Even those who are only hungering and thirst-

ing after righteousness (and thus, in their own
apprehension, " far from righteousness," and,

as some would say, " yet in unbelief,") are not

classed with unbelievers, but " blessed " by

him who searcheth the heart, and' assured by

him that " they shall be filled."

" This is not the manner of man, O Lord

God /" Not the manner of those who make
faith to consist in the belief of their own e/ec-

tion : not the manner of those who make assu-

rance the essence of faith : nor the manner of

those who treat the timid and trembling as

unbelievers. It is, however, the manner of

him who is both the object and the judge of

faith. He recognizes and welcomes the first

outgoings and yearnings of the heart to-

wards him, as manifestations of a believing

disposition, and as the first fruits of the

Spirit.
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There is not, then, a moral distinction be-

tween prayer and faith : they are not different

things in their nature; Why then should you

distinguish them, seeing the Scriptures do not I

If you have prayed with the heart, you have

believed with the heart.

Secondly. In farther examining the Scrip-

tures on this subject, I find that they virtually

identify fervent prayer loilh saving faith. Not

only do they not distinguish between prayer

and faith, but they represent them as the same

thing in effect, and ascribe to them the same

efficacy. Remember the case of the Syrophoe-

nician mother : when applying to Christ, on

behalf of her daughter, she said nothing about

the nature of her faith, nor of its genuineness,

but kept on pleading for mercy. Her plead-

ing was her faith. Accordingly, the Saviour

called it so : " O ivoman, great is thy faith ;

be it unto thee even as thou wilt." It is true

that, although she said nothing about her

faith, she shelved much faith, by persevering

in prayer, notwithstanding many and great

discouragements. And have not you done

the same ? If you had no real faith in Christ

—
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no confidence in his blood

—

710 high opinion

of his gracious heart, would you, could you,

have continued praying in his name ? You

may not have been accustomed to hear, and,

therefore, not to think, that prayer is the best

expression of faith in the Saviour
;

just as

holiness is the best proof of faith in him. The

fact, however, is self-evident the moment

it is suggested. You now see, at a glance,

that you would not pray at all in the name of

Christ, if you had no faith at all in his name
;

that you would not plead his merits, nor ap-

peal to his blood, if you had no faith in their

efficacy ; that you would not seek an interest

in his salvation, if you did not believe him to

be an all-sufficient Saviour. You do not pray

to angels nor to the saints in heaven, as Pa-

pists do. Why ] Because you have no faith

in them. And do you not see, that if you

had no faith in Christ, you would not pray to

him either, nor in his name ? The thing is

self-evident.

Consider, now, the case of the publican.

There is nothing said of his faith, and he him-

self said nothing about it. We see nothing in
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his case but humble prayer. But we are told

that he was " justified :" and, as justification

is only by faith alone, it is evident that Christ

regarded the Publican's prayers as faith. And

it is obvious that he never would have prayed

as he did for mercy, if he had not believed in

the mercifulness of the God of Israel.

Remember also the case of the thief on the

cross. His application to the Saviour was by

prayer : " Lord, remember me when thou

comest into thy kingdom." Here, indeed,

there was much faith expressed and implied;

but still it was in the form of prayer, and

not more than- our prayers express and imply,

when we make the blood of Christ all our plea

for mercy and grace. And, as the praying

malefactor was treated as a believing sinner,

we are thus encouraged to pray, and warranted

to regard humble prayer as cordial flith.

Remember also the case of Paul at Damas-

cus. It was not said. Behold, he believeth ;

but, " Behold he prayeth :"—evidently be-

cause praying is virtually the same as be-

lieving," or the best way of expressing faith.

Accordingly, when he became an Apostle, and
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stood forth as the chief champion of" the doc-

trine of justification by faith alone, he did not

distinguish between prayer and fuith ; but

designated as behevers, " all that in cvenj

'place call upon the name of Jesus Christ ,•"

and declared that " whosoever shall call upon

the name of the Lord shall be saved.^J

Thus it is that the Scriptures teach almost

the identity of faith and prayer ; and uniformly

represent believers as prayerful, and the prayer-

ful as believers. This Scriptural fact is of
.

incalculable value, both to those who have

been perplexed by the public controversies

about faith; and to those who. have been per-

plexed by their own fears and jealousies. Both

classes are more numerous than many suppose.

But what a pity, and how unnecessary, that

the prayerful amongst them should waste

their time or their spirits in doubting and dis-

icussing the genuineness of their faith ! How
much better that time would be employed, if

devoted to secret prayer. That would bring

and keep before the mind, in light and loveli-e

ness, the grand object of faith—Christ crucified ;

And when he is before the mind, in the bright^
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ness of his glory, and the freeness of his

grace : in the love of his heart, and the omni-

potence of his hand ; in the all-sufficiency of

his sacrifice, and the authority of his example,

unbelief is overpowered, and fear dispersed,

like clouds before the sun.

What, now, do you think of your onn case?

Your chief difficulty has been, hitherto, to

arrive at a satisfactory conclusion as to the

reality of your faith in Christ. Sometimes you

have suspected that it was a mere historical

faith. But does historical faith pi^-ay fervently 1

At other times, you have thought it no better

than the faith of devils. But devils do not

pray, whatever they may believe. You have

also thought it dead faith. But does dead

failh jyray earnestly ? You have often thought

it the mere faith of education or custom

—

that vague and vapid kind of believing,

which a7iy one can practice, and which every

one professes. But does this current faith

lead into the closet, with strong cries and tears

for mercy 1 I would not, for worlds, flatter

you : but I must say, that if you are in the

habit of praying with the heart in secret, and
5*
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in the name of Christ, and for a holy salva-

tion, your faith is " the faith of God's elect."

"But," some one may say, "I find it quite

as difficult to know if I pray aright, as if I

beUeve aright.- I am as much ashamed of my
prayers as of my faith. Sometimes, I cannot

pray at all ; at other times, my prayers arc-

hurried and hecutless ; and, at all times, they

are so imperfect that I can hardly see how
God can answer them." This is a very com-

mon complaint, and a familiar acknowledge^

inent. What, however, do you really meau

to confess by this form of words ? Do yo\|

iceau to say that you only pretend, when you

pray for mercy 1—That you are insincere,

when you ask for salvation 1—That you feel

no need of them, nor care whether you obtain

them or not 1 Do you mean that in using the

name of. Christ, and referring to his blood,

you think nothing about them, or see no

value in them? If, indeed, such.be the cha-

racter of your prayers, you may well say that

you cannot see how God can answer them.

He never did, and never will, answer hypocri-

tical prayers.
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But this is not what you mean. Well ; do

you mean- to say that you were never in em-'

nest about the salvation of your soul ?—never

felt what you said, when confessing your sins,

and seeking an interest in the Saviour ?

—

never wept, nor wished to weep tears of peni-

tence befoi-e God"? In a word, do you mean

to say that you never felt any thing of the

spirit of the publican, when he smote upon

his breast, and cried, " God be merciful to me

a sinner 1" If so why do you call your heart-

less words, prayers 1 But this is not whal

you mean. You. are shocked at such an idea,

and wonder how I could suspect you of such

impiety. The fact is, I have no suspicion of

the kind; but have had recourse to these

questions, just that you may discover your

own sinceritij, amidst all the imperfections of

your prayers. What you mean chiefly is, that

though, at times, you have felt a humble and

broken spirit, and could weep before God,, and

pour aut all your heart
;

yet, more freqii^tly

you have been cold and formal. You rhean,

too, that- you are sadly harassed by vain and

wandering thoughts, even when you are upon
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your knees before God ; and that often, when

you even wish to enjoy communion with hira,

your heart will neither fix nor feel as you

desire. But all this is your grief and shame.

You are not reconciled to such praying. You

do not like—you dislike, the bare idea of

going on in this way. Nothing would please

you more than getting over these hindrances.

You are never so happy as when you unbur-

den and unbosom all your soul before God,

and throw all your heart into every word you

utter. You can never forget the hallowed

moments of retirement, when you first caught

the spirit of prayer, and felt what it is to

commune with God at the mercy-seat. You

understand, at once, what Melancthon

meant, when he said of Luther, " I have

overheard him in secret prayer ; and he spoke

as if God had been in the closet with him."

You can well believe this of Luther ; for you

have, at times, felt as if God was in your

closet. Accordingly, what you want is, to

get back to this devotional spirit, and to con-

tinue in it. No wonder ! There is, however,

quite as much that is pleasing to God, in the
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broken sighs and unutterable groanings of a

contrite spirit, as in the ardors of sensible com-

munion. A heart shrinking from and resisting

vain thoughts, and strugghng to throw off the

world and the flesh, is, perhaps, as fully appro-

ved by him who searcheth the heart, as when,

" On eagle-pinions borne,

It climbs the mount of God."

What do you think, now, of the sentiment,

that whosoever hath really prayed with the heart

for a holy salvation hath actually believed with

the heart 1 You are, perhaps, equally afraid to

admit or deny it. It is, perhaps, somewhat new

to you : and, if it be altogether new to you, you

ought to suspend your judgment upon it, until

you have examined it more fully. You cannot

be too jealous of novelties in religion. It does

not, however, follow, because a truth is new to

you, that it is new in itself. The spirilualify of

the divine law is as old as the law itself; but it

was treated as a novelty by the Jews, when

Christ explained and enforced it upon the mount;

because they had made void the law by the tra-

ditions of men. In this case it was the gloss of

the elders that was the real novelty, andj the
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doctrine of Christ was the old truth. In hke

manner, Popery, although ancient, in reference

to time, is, in reference to Scripture, a real nov-

elty ; and the Protestant creed, the old faith of

the Christian Church, It is not, therefore, the

length of time during which mystical views of

faith have been current, that stamps them cor-

rect. Their long currency is itself a reason

for suspecting their correctness, especially

when the effect of them upon the truly serious

and prayerful is discouraging. For that can-

not be a right view of faith, however old it

may be, which makes salvation appear as dif-

ficult by the gospel as it is by the law, or

as far off by faith as it is by works. There

must be something awfully defective in every

definition of faith which discourages or per-

plexes a soul intent upon obtaining an interest

in Christ, and conformity to his image. The

whole Gospel is intended and calculated to

meet the wishes of every such soul ; and,

therefore, if our views of faith only tantalize

these wishes, or make that gospel to appear

other than " good news" to us, those views
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must be erroneous in something ; and to con-

tend for them is to contend against the gospel

itself.

This, I am fully aware, is not intended by

those who teach, nor by those who hold, mys-

tical views of faith. Nothing, I am persuaded,

is further from their hearts, than to defeat or

encumber the gospel. Their real design is

to exalt and maintain that gospel, above the

unholy level of slight and superficial views
;

and to secure a faith " full of good fruits."

But still, if this system really prevent faith,

and make the gospel appear as unmanageable

as the law, no excellence of motive must be

allowed to shield it from solemn reprehen-

sion. The express language of the Scriptures

is, that faith is the hearty belief of the truth

concerning the person and work of Christ ; and

that the best expression of believing with the

heart, is, praying with the heart. This defi-

nition of faith is so simple that any one can

understand it at once ; and if it appear at all

new to you, the novelty is not in itself, but in

your notice of the fact ; for the fact itself is as

old as the Bible. In like manner, if, in
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reference to some old theological definitions of

faith, it seems new, it merely sounds new ; for

in Scripture the prayerful are always treated

as true believers.

But it will be said, " that the old definitions

of faith are chiefly derived from the old divines;

and that such remarks implicate them. Did not

Owen and Baxter, Hervey and Henry, Watts

and Doddridge, Boston and the old Erskincs,

understand faith ?"

Understand faith ! Yes, and possessed too,

iiifinitely more of it than any writer who has

arraigned them. They were " full of faith ;'^

and it was their fulness which gave rise to

that cast of mystery and iudefiniteness which

characterises some of their explanations of

faith. They were, in fact, so full of the ihingf

that they could not find a simple name for it.

Words were the least part of their explana-

tions of faith : their spirit was the living illus-

tration of its meaning. There was no mist

around the subject, whilst these thoughtful

and devotional men were pouring all their soul

into their sermons. Their hearers could then

see that, however faith was defined, the real
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essence of it was a right state of miiid towards

the Saviour ; and that prayer was the best ex-

pression of it. It is, therefore, only when men

of " /i7//e/«j7/i" employ the complex names,

by which the old Divines designated and de-

scribed faith, that confusion is created. It is

their words, when in the lips of men without

their spirit, which " darken knowledge," and

occasion perplexity. Accordingly, all the

truly devotional men, who have clear views of

faith, find no difficulty (but unspeakable

delight ) in the deep thoughts and holy unction

of the old divnes. Their adoring and rea-

lizing views of the Lamb slain^ arrange them-

selves gloriously around definite expressions

AH their vague modes of expression on the

subject of faith are forgotten, in the presence

of their vast and radiant ideas of the great

salvation. " The savour of the knowledge of

Christ," is always full and fresh in their pages.

In a word, they perplex none but those who

have never studied the subject, and offend

none but the fastidious, and those who prefer

names to things.

And yet, these great and good men have
6
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been treated in this age with unsparing con-

tempt. The Sandemanian school has reck-

lessly consigned them, and their theology too,

to the very doom which the Saviour denounced

on the Pharisees and the traditions of the

Elders. Blind unbelievers, leading the blind,

is the softest description given of them. This

outrage on truth and decency has hardly a

parallel in the annals of polemics. It seems,

indeed, impossible that any man, possessed

of common sense or common honesty, could,

for a moment, confound Owen and Baxter,

Hervey and the old Erskines, with xmhelievers !

It is hke calling the stars dark, or the sun

cold. Accordingly, all sober minds have no

more tendency to suspect the faith of these

worthies, than that of the Apostles, or that of

" Abraham, the father of the faithful." And
had their libellers, instead of calling them un-

believers, attempted to prove against them " an

evil heart of unbelief," or to demonstrate that

their sentiments amount to vnbelief, even they

must have seen and felt that failure was inevita-

ble, and the enterprise as absurd as an attempt

to prove that light was darkness.
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It must be allowed, and may be regretted,

that tlie old Divines do not always express

themselves clearly upon the subject of faith.

As the name of what God and the Lamb call

for, faith is often equivocal in their pages ;

—

but the thing—the state of mind required

by the gospel, beams, yea blazes, throughout

their writings. Christ is " all in all " in their

own religion, and their sole aim is to make

him so in the religion of others. Accordingly,

no man, seriously inquiring the way of sal-

vation, ever rose from their works, under an

impression that they were leading him away

from the cross of Christ, to his own righteous-

ness. Many have felt that some of the old

writers lead inquirers in rather a round-about

way to the cross : but they have felt at the

same time, even when that route was most

circuitous, that it was only to make their

arrival more certain. The slowness is always

for the sake of sm'eness, and never for self-

righteous purposes.

No one owes these acknowledgments to the

old Divines more than I do, and no one makes

them with greater sincerity. I prefer, infinitely,
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their stale of mind towards the Saviour, to

all the theories of faith extant. It was a

living lecture on the whole subject ; and the

chief reason of its being misunderstood by

some, and misrepresented by others, is, that

th?y have not spirttualiiy enough to enter into

the spirit of these " men of God." Their

words, in unbaptised, and even in half-bap-

tised, lips, must alvvays lose more than half

their meaning, and convey to others still less

of it. They, in fact, define faith, as a fond

mother would define her love to her first-born
;

not logically nor literally, but with an abun-

dance of words corresponding to the abun-

dance of their feelings. " Out of the abun-

dance of the heart, the mouth sjjeaketh,'"—is

the real explanation of their system. •

But whilst I thus heartily, though imper-

fectly, attempt to do justice to the memory
and writings of the old Divines, I do not for-

get that their works are not the word of God.

They themselves never intended that their

definitions of faith should, in anywise, defeat

or encumber the gospel. The most volu-

minous amongst the puritans would have
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burned or re-written their folios, if they had

suspected them of any such tendency. They

had, however, no such tendency at the time :

they were written agreeably to the modes of

speaking in use then. And, as our modes of

expression are fewer and more definite, what

is wanted is, not an exposure of their defects,

but a full return to the language of Scripture.

The word of God is able to make us wise

unto salvation, if all the other books in the

world were annihilated ; and it ought to be

consulted and submitted to, without any refer-

ence to them as authorities. If, therefore, you

have derived from any human writings, or from

any human source, such an idea of faith as

makes believing aright appear to you as diffi-

cult as obeying perfectly, you cannot abandon

it too soon, whoever be the author of it.

Whoever he was, he did not intend that his

definition of faith should make faith seem an

impossibility in your case. He drew it out,

in the first instance, for himself; and, there-

fore, you may be sure that it did not appear to

him what it seems to you. He saw it in a

light that left his own way and welcome to the

6*
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cross quite open, and under this impression,

he gave it to the public, in hope that the

definition would open their way. But if it

shut you out, then all that you know of its

author (and the more that is good, the better,

for my argument) warrants and binds you to

give up his definitions, and to throw yourself

at once upon the words which the Holy Ghost

teacheth.

But this digression is already too long. Let

us return to the direct subject of the essay

—

the oneness of faith and prayer. Now you

fee] the necessity of fuith. . You are anxious

to possess it. You have often tried to exer-

cise faith in the Saviour. You have occasion-

ally felt as if the emotions and desires of

your heart towards him were ripening into

real faith. But still you are not satisfied.

You are far from sure whether you have, in-

deed, believed with the heait. If, however,

you are sure that you have prayed with the

heart, there is no occasion for all this uncer-

tainty on the question of faith. For it is self-

evident, that, if you had no faith in Christ,

you would not offer up all your prayers in the
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name of Christ, nor make his merits your only

plea at the mercy-seat.

It is, indeed, true that thousands unite,

every Sabbath, in prayers whieh make the

merits of Christ the sole plea ; and yet evince

no faith. But theirs is not a parallel case to

yours. Mercy is the inmost desire of your

heart, and the blood of Christ your only

ground of hope. You can no longer be satis-

fied with repeating words, however good.

You must now express desires ; and, some-

times, they are so many and .strong, that you

cannot find words to express them. And

such is your state of mind, in reference to

your own salvationt that neither the number

nor the nature of your prayers satisfy you. It

is just what you see in Christ, and not what

you see in them that keeps you praying.

You feel that, but for what he is and has

done, you must soon despair and perish. It

is not your prayers, but his merits, which give

you any hope.

Now, such being the facts of your case, it

is really unwise, if not criminal, to question

the reality of your faith. Its weakness is
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very obvious ; but its sincerity is self-evident.

No unbeliever could pray in this spirit. There

is no instance in Scripture of any unbeliever

crying mightily unto God for mercy, through

the blood of the Lamb. It is, indeed, difficult

to say how far wicked men may go at times

in praying for mercy in the name of Christ.

You have, no doubt, known men who could

pray with wonderful fervor, and with every

appearance of sincerity, and who have been

found out afterwards to have been living in

gross sin at the very time. Neither public

nor social prayer, however remarkable, is,

therefore, any sure test of faith or sincerity.

Secret prayer is the test. The men who can

pray and drink—pray and lie—pray and de-

fraud—pray and be profligate, do not, dare

not, pray in their closets. Secret sin cannot

be combined with secret prayer. The yet

unmasked sensualist may, at times, be forced

by fear, to fall down alone before God, and

break the silence of the night by the groans

of remorse : but if he continue to sin he will

soon discontinue secret prayer. His closet

will be more intolerable to him than even the
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sanctuary, whilst he persists in sinning against

light and conviction.

These solemn facts ought never to be for-

gotten : but except as tests of character, and

warnings of danger, what have they to do with

your case t You want to be saved from sinf

as well as from the curse. You are willing

and solicitous to be holy, as well as safe. It

is not because some vice still enslaves you,

that you are afraid lest your prayers should

not be answered, or that your faith may prove

vain. Your fear arises chiefly from what you

have been as a sinner, and from what you

are as a penitent. The past alarms you by

its guilt, and the present by its imperfec-

tions. It is not, however, actual nor ha-

bitual sinning now, that clouds your mind

with doubts and fears. Your present dif-

ficulty (and it is a pressing one) is to see

how prayers, so imperfect as yours, can be

answered or accepted by God, especially as

you are not sure that you pray in faith. Here

is your chief discouragement : not only all

the " plagues" of your heart seem to forbid

hope ; but you suspect that it is still " an evil
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heart of unbelief;" and, knowing that with-

out faith, it is impossible to please God, you

are thus afraid at times to hope or pray.

And yet you cannot give up either altogether.

Well, you have no occasion to give up hoping

or praying ; for praying with the heart is

believing with the heart.

This is, I am aware, merely bringing the

matter to the same point again, without any

additional proof of the truth of that point.

More proof is, however, at hand. Now
nothing can be conceived as more opposite

or unlike to unhelief than humble prayer, in

the name of Christ, for a holy salvation.

Whatever difficulty you may find, therefore,

in calling such prayer faith, it is certainly

impossible to call it unbelief, without violat-

ing all propriety. Unbelief, even when in

its softest form, is careless about salvation

—

indifferent to the Saviour—averse to prayer

—

heedless of holiness, and not afraid of the

wrath to come. Unbelief is not ashamed of

itself—nor much shocked at sin, except when

sin is very gross indeed. Unbelief has no

ardent longings after union with Christ or
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communion with God. Unbelief does not try

to get hold of the promises, nor pray for their

fulfilment. Unbelief does not weep at the

foot of the cross, nor rejoice to go to the

mercy-seat.

This is Unbelief. But this is not the

state of your mind towards the salvation or

the service of God and the Lamb. Almost

the very reverse of this is the real state of

your feelings and desires. Thank God, there-

fore, and take courage

!



No. IV.

PRAYER, PROOF OF THE WORK AND WITNESS
OF THE UOLY SPIRIT.

Whoever has a puiyuig spirit has both

the work and the witness of the Holy Spirit

begun within him. All real suppliants are

really partakers of the Spirit of grace and

supplication. Were this well understood and

habitually remembeied, by the prayerful, it

would both confirm their love to prayer, and

settle that absorbing question—Am I born

again of the Spirit 1 This solemn question

has often made you solemn. It has occa-

sionally agitated your whole soul. No won-

der : for " if any man'' however moral or

amiable, " have not the Sj)irit of Christ, he

is none of his ;" " Except a man be horn of

the Spirily he cannot enter into the Kingdom
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of God. Ever, sincft you read those solemn

oracles, so as to mark and inwardly digest

them, you have felt that saving piety is more

than a mere good character, and that personal

religion is more than the discharge of religious

duties. These '' true sayings of God,"- have

turned your attention in upon the state of

your heart, as .well as out upon the state of

your morals* You" feel now that you must
" be born again," if you would enter the.

"

kingdom of God. Your "convictions on this

point are gone so far beyond those of Nice

demus, that'it is needless to say unto you,

"Marvel not that ye must be born again."

You have ceased to " marvel" at the neces-

sity of a change of Jieart, ever .since you dis-

covered the plagues of your own heart. Any
marvelling you ever felt has given place to

praying for a new heart, and a right spirit.

To be the subject of the work and witness

of the Holy Spirit is now your chief concern,

and your daily prayer. And your chief fear

is, lest that Spirit, .whom you have grieved so

often, and neglected so long, should refuse

to take away the heart of stone, or to give
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you a heart of flesh. You even feel, at times,

as if he had refused to work upon your soul,

and ceased to strive with you. And even

when these strivings are renewed, you are

afraid that they do not amoiuit to saving

operations of the Holy Spirit, because they do

not produce such a change of heart as you

desire to experience. And even when you are

almost convinced that what you have experi-

enced is the beginning of His work on your

heart, how often are all your fond hopes over-

throvt'ii again by the questions—" But where

is the witness of the Spirit with my spirit ?

If I were, indeed, born of the Spirit, would he

not witness within me, that I am a child of

God ?"

Such are some of your ponderings and

perplexities upon this solemn subject. Some-

times you think that the Holy Spirit has given

you up entirely ; at other times, that what

you feel is only his common, not his special,

influence ; and, even when it is best with

you, you are, as you imagine, such a stranger

to the witness of the Spirit, that you can take

but little comfort from Mhat you feel of his
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work. Much of this fear is, however, realiy

unnecessary ; for it chiefly arises from mis-

apprehending the work and witness of the

Holy Spirit. A spirit of prayer is proof of

the possession of something of both, in the

case of all who are looking to Christ, and

trying to be holy. Prayer, even if secret,

proves nothing of the work or witness of the

Spirit, in the case of those who are going on

in open or secret sin. The sensual have not

the Spirit. But where prayer is loved, and

not belied by sensuality or dishonesty, it is

itself the first fruit of the Spirit, and positive

evidence of his saving operations being begun

in the heart.

Did this never occur to your mind in the

course of all your ponderings on the subject ?

Who inclined your heart to pray ? Who
overcame the aversion and reluctance you

once felt to pouring out your heart unto God
in secret 1 " Who opened thine eyes'^ to see

your need of an interest in Christ so clearly,

that you can no longer refrain from praying to

" be found in him '?" Who brought you to feel

that there is nothing between you and hell,
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but the blood of Christ? Who awakened

your present convictions and' desires? Here

is a change, and a change for the better, in

the state of your mind : who produced it '?

If you are afraid to ascribe it to the Spirit of

God, to what can you trace it 1 Satan would

not teach you such lessons ; and, certainly,

the example of the world has not led you

into your closet to cry for mercy and grace.

Your trials in life may have had much to do

with the change ; but that fact, instead of

disproving it to be a divine change, makes it

more than probable that it is so ; for nothing

is more common, in the work of the Spirit,

than to sanctify the trials of lile to the good

of the soul. In every view of the case, there-

fore, it is your duty to regard the change,

from a prayerless to a prayerful spirit, as the

effect of divine influence and operation. There

is no other way of accounting for it satisl'ac-

torily or rationally. It is a .
" good gift" so

far ; and, therefore, it must have come " down

from the Father of lights." You will be con-

vinced of this, by observing how your views

and feelings in prayer correspond with the
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scriptural accounts of the work of the Spirit.

Paul says, " The Spirit maheth intercession

for us ivith groaniags lohich cannot he tittered.''^

Thus he ascribes to the Holy Spirit's special

intercession, a kind of prayer which we hardly

regard as prayer at all. We are apt to think

that we do not " pray in the Spirit," unless

we enjoy great enlargement of heart, and

freedom of utterance. Accordingly, the devo-

tional hours which we recollect with most

pleasure, and which we can never forget, are

those which were marked with a holy calm

—

a sweet melancholy—and a free flow of tears,

and tenderness, and suitable words. Then

we felt that the Spirit was, indeed, helping

our infirmities ! And could we always, or

even often, pray in that manner, we should

almost feel warranted to believe that we had

the seal of the Spirit upon our souls. But as

it is not often that we enjoy such enlargement

of heart, we hardly know, at times, what to

think of our experience.

Now, it is not to divert your attention or

your love from this kind of prayer, that I

remind you of another kind, which if less

7*
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pleasing to you, is, perhaps, more pleasing to

God, and certainly more decisive of thfe help

and presence of the Spirit. " Groanitgs

which cannot be uttered,'.' prove, far more

than any flow of words" or feelings, that the

heart is right with God, and that the Holy

Spirit is working mightily in it. We may
look back with shame upon those approaches

to the mercy-seat, during which we could

hardly utter a single word, but merely groaned

in spirit : but the intercessor before the throne-

was not ashamed to present those desires

to the Father, nor to say of them, " a broken

and a contrite heart, O God, thou wilt not

despise." He saw in those unutterable groans

and deep sighs, not the accidental workings

of our own nature, but the workings of " a

divine nature," struggling against the body

of sin and death—the strivings of the spirit

against the flesh. Yes, when you thought

that you were not praying at all, while thus

groaning under the burden of your sin and

unworthiness, you were praying best. And
were the Saviour to say to you, as to Na-
thanael, " When thou wast under the flg-trce.
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I saw thee," he would undoubtedly refer

chiefly to the times when you were so troubled

in spirit that you could not speak. The

prayers we have most cause to be ashamed

of are those which we can go through without

effoit or feeling. We are not praying at all,

whilst merely repeating words. Nothing is

prayer but the desires of the heart ; and they

are never so faily or direc y f om the Spirit

of God, as when they are unutterable by

words. Indeed, this is a state of mind quite

unnatural to man. There is nothing in us,

nor in human means, to produce it. It gets

no help from any power or affection of our

nature. Imagination will help the prayer ofjoy,

and the prayer of faith, and the prayer of grati-

tude ; but not tTie humble prayer < f penitence.

It is from the " intercession" of the Spirit.

Now you know, experimentally, something

of this kind of prayer. There are times when a

sense of your own un worthiness comes over

your soul like a heavy and suffocating cloud.

You can hardly breathe under it. You feel as

if your heart would break, it is so full and so

heavy. It is only now and then that you are
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able to groan out the cry of Job, " Behold, I

am vile." The prayer of the publican is not

humble enough for your sinking spirit : you

would go deeper in self-abasement if you

knew how. You abhor yourself, and lay your

face in the dust before God. You are terri-

fied at despair, yet afraid to hope. You can

hardly see how God can pity you. It seems

to you almost presumption to pray for mercy ;

and when you do, it is by a groan or a sigh.

These are solemn moments ! The silence is

so deep, and we are so alone with God, that

we are afraid to speak. God, in his majesty, is

before us ; eternity, in its solemnity, is before

us ; and were it not that we still see some-

thing of the Cross amidst ihe overwhelming

scene, we feel that life or reason must fail

under it. You remember these moments

;

but you remember also that you did not think

then that you were praying, far less that you

were praying in the Spirit. You left your

closet on those nights, ashamed and con-

founded, that you could not pray. You felt

yourself as far off from the mercy of God as

you felt near to the majesty of God. One
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wish thai often passed, through your heart

was, that the Holy Spirit would help your

infirmities, and enable you to priiy. You had

no idea that he was working in you mightily

at the moment, and never more gracious to

you. But, verily, God was with you then, as

with Jacob on Bethel, although you " knew

it not" at the time.

Does this view of the matter surprise you

at ain It ought not in the least : for, if yoii

look back to those seasons of unutterable

groanings, you will soon recollect that you

never were more humble before God ; never

more selfcondemned, or self-emptied, than

when your spirit was so pained within you

that you could not speak. It was then,

especially, that you saw and felt that God

would.be just even if he condemned you;

that you could say nothing against his law

or his gospel, however their penal sanctions

might sink you ; that you had deserved all

the curse, and none of the blessing, of God.

You felt through all your soul also, that you

were entirely, and must be eternally, at the

disposal of the divine w/7/; and that there
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was, indeed, nothing between you and perishing

but the blood of Christ. You did not see, at

the time, how the atonement met all the

difficulties in your case ; but y<JU saw nothing

else that met any of them. Every thing else,

as a ground of hope, appeared to you a mere

refuge of lies. The Lamb slain had all your

attention ; and any hope you ventured to

cherish sprung from his cross and character.

You had not, indeed, much hope in him,

and still less confidence, but you had none

in any thing else. Now, what was all this,

but the Spirit fulfilling in you the promise of

Christ concerning his work :
" He shall con-

vince of sin, and of righteousness, and of

judgment!" The grand end of the Spirit's

office is " to glorify" the Saviour ; and the

Saviour is never more glorified than when

the soul is brought to look away, and flee

away, from every thing to him. This is the

Spirit's foundation-u'ork in the soul, when

he is about to dwell in the heart.

Remember also the influence which those

solemn seasons had upon your character and

habits. How thoughtful, watchful, and steady
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you became, under the solemn conscious-

ness that your eternal all was in jeopardy

!

How it tamed your levity, and broke down

your pride, to find that you could not pray,

nor, of yourself, think a good thought! lou

were never so little, nor so low, in your own

esteem, as when you rose from your knees,

unable to pray but in broken sighs and burn-

ing tears. Your character was never better

than whilst you had to leave your closet, day

after day, saying to yourself,—" Well, it must

all rest on the will of God ; for I can do

nothing but groan for mercy. If prayer

could save me, I cannot pray. Lord, I am
oppressed, undertake for i»e." You did not

think lightly of sin then, nor expose yourself

to temptation. You took no liberties with

the Sabbath then, and had no relish for

worldly pleasures. The Bible was not the

least read book on your table then, nor its

pages hastily read. A prayer-meeting was

not a tame nor tedious service then, but a

sweet help under your own difficulties in

praying. Your spirit and deportment im-

proved, too, under your humbling sense of
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your own weakness and unwoFthiness. You
were meeker, gentler, and less easily offended

than formerly. You were afraid of anger,

and of peevishnes, and of all jangling, lest

they should nr<ikv. all that was bad in the

closet worse. 1 ou "had neither time nor incli-

nation to fret yourself about the trifles which

vex those who care little about their souls.

In a word, many of the best parts of your

character, and of your habits in life, were

actually formed whilst you were hanging

between hope and despair, and groaning in

spirit before the Lord.

I do not meafi, of course, that your happier

moments in prayer were less holy in their

direct infjucnce. Sweet communion with

God in prayer is sure to have a sweet influ-

ence upon our temper and habits, because we

have then something worth taking care of,

and too valuable to be sacrificed for the sake

of trifles. A man whose closet is really a

Bethel, and whose heart is happy, in the con-

sciousness of the divine presence, will do much

and suffer much, rather than open the door of

either to ill-humor, or useless pursuits. He
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knows, by experience, how easily the veil is

drawn upon the mercy-seat, and how difficult

it is to undraw it again ; and, therefore,

watches both his temper and his habits, that

they may not get between him and the " face

of the throne." Indeed, he can neither in-

dulge ill habits nor ill humors, whilst he

maintains " fellowship with the Father, and

with the Son." It is, therefore, no wonder

that we refer to the help of the Holy Spirit

those prayers chiefly which make us happiest,

seeing they also make us holiest. Much,

however, of their holy influence arises from the

prior influence of " the groanings which cannot

be uttered." They laid, or dug, the foundations

of our religious character ; and, but for these

straits in prayer, we should either have not

prized enlargement, or not improved it fully.

I thus remind you of the humbling and

sanctifying influence of our speechless prayers,

(which we did not think prayers at the time,)

that you may see clearly their divine origin.

They are the intercession of the Spirit, ex-

cited and sustained by Him, as the teacher

and helper of the church.

8



No. V.

THE ACTUAL PRESENCE AND HELP OF THE

SPIRIT IN PRAYER.

Were we fully aware of the full meaning

of our words, when we say—that God is the

Hearer of prayer, C.hiist the Intercessor for

prayer, and the Holy Spirit the Helper in

prayer, we could not pray without deep so-

lemnity and real pleasure. The amazing fact

that the sacred Trinity unite in equal attention

to prayer, could not fail, if duly weighed and

vividly realized, to awe and,animate our souls,

whenever we knelt at the mercy-seat. But,

alas ! though in one sense quite familiar with

this sweet and sublime fact, it is not often

that we pray under its sweet and solemn

influence. Accordingly, it is almost a new

fact to us, both when we see it vividly pre-

sented by others, and when we ourselves enter
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into the spirit of it. Then, hke Job, we re-

solve all our past impressions of God into

"the hearing of the ear," and exclaim, ^^ But

rtoiv—mine eije seeth thee."

It is, indeed, humiliating to. acknowledge

that our realizing views of Father, Son, and

Spirit, being equally interested in prayer,

should be so few and far between. It is,

however, only too true ; and it is necessary

to acknowledge it to ourselves fully, that we

may set upon ascertaining its causes and cure.'

Many of its causes are, indeed, easily ascer-

tained. We sometimes hurry into the pre-

sence of God, and even hurry over the duty

of prayer. Instead of pausing to compose

our spirits, or to collect our scattered thoughts

by" reading a portion of the Scriptures, we

often enter at once upon the duty. In like

manner, we do not in general expect to enjoy

communion with God, nor to find much plea-

sure in our closets. We are even in danger

of taking for granted that, intimate com-

rnunion with God is not often to be obtained.

We have heard it spoken of as a special pri-

vilege ; and thus we imagine that it must, of
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course, be a rare thing. And when these

misapprehensions and hurries are combined

with any degree of a bad conscience towards

God or man, it is no wonder that our realiz-

ing views of the divine presence are both few

and feeble. For how could they be other-

wise, whilst we expect little, and prepare

less? Oh, it was not thus, it could not be

thus, that the disciples entered thc;ir closets to

pray, after the day of Pentecost! When
they k7ietu fully that the Spirit would help

their infirmities, and that their ascended

Lord would intercede for them, and that

their heavenly Father would hear and answer

prayer, they could not have knelt without

awe, nor pleaded without hope. It was im-

possible, whilst these glorious facts were be-

fore them, in all their freshness, that they

could be formal or heartless in devotion : for,

next to the open vision of the throne of

grace in heaven, is the vivid belief of the

truth concerning that throne ;— it is, indeed,

" the evidence of things not seen, and the

substance of things hopedfor."

If you have not fully realized this, or if
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you find it difficult to do so, there is, perhaps

nothing human could help you so much as a

calm consideration of the case of the disci-

ples, when they understood clearly the ar-

rangements- of heaven for hearing prayer..

The disciples, although gradually introduced

to an acquain'ance with the- nature of prayer,^

did not, like us, grow up familiar, from their

youth, with all the facts of the subject. Some

of the chief facts flashed out upon them sud-

denly and unexpectedly. They never dreamt

of such a thing as the intercession of Christ,

or the help of the Spirit in prayer, until the

facts were revealed to them on the day of

Pentecost. All this, as we know it, was en-

tirely neii) to them. They were not, indeed,

utter strangers, before, to the oflice of the

Father, Son, and Spirit, in relation to prayer.

They were even well acquainted with the pa-

ternal character of God, and had heard

much of the efficacy of the " Name" of

Christ, in connection with prayer. In like

manner, they were not entirely ignorant of

the work of the Holy Spirit : but knew as

much of the whole subject as made them very
8*
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prayerful. Their knowledge, however, came

far short of the amazing and magnificent

fact,—that the enthroned Saviour ever lived

to intercede for them ; and the eternal Spirit,

to help their infirmities in prayer ! This was

almost completely new to them, and must

have given almost a new aspect to prayer it-

self. Whatever they expected from the pro-

mises that Christ would remember them, and

that the Spirit would help them, was far ex-

ceeded, and almost eclipsed, by the glory of

that remembrance, and the grace of that help.

They felt, if not said, when the promise was

fulfilled, " llie half tvas not told us /"

You perceive that this is a fair statement of

their case, so far. Imagine, then, with what

solemnity and delight the disciples retired,

for the first time, to pray, with these facts, in

all the freshness of their glory, vividly before

them. If their closets had been the gate of

heaven before, how much more widely that

gate was opened then ! Then they could see

Jesus before the throne, presenting their

prayers, embalmed with the incense of his

actual intercession. Then they could calcu-
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late upon help from the Holy Spirit, not only

in their public work, but also in their private

warfare against sin and Satan. How they

must have prayed 'the first night that all this

was revealed to them ! With what looks they

must have met, with what emphasis said, to

each other, when they knew it,—Jesus ever

liveth to intercede for us ! The Holy Spirit

helpeth us to pray, as well as to preach !

I thus try to depict the whole scene, that

you may easily realize it, and feel how im-

possible it is to pray coldly, whilst the inter-

cession of Christ and the help of the Spirit

are clearly before the mind. You see, you

feel, that the disciples never could have prayed

before as they did that night. You feel that,

had you been one of them, you must, like

them, have been amazed and melted by the

discovery of these facts. Well, the facts

themselves are the same. Their value does

not depend upon a sudden discovery of them.

You have come to the knowledge of fhem

gradually : but you do know them, and can

set yourself to reahze them. You have,

whilst reading these imperfect hints, shaken
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off something of your cold familiarity with

them, and felt that it is possible to shake off

more of it. You have caught a glimpse of

the right way of looking at the office of the

Son and Spirit, in the case of prayer. You
are resolved to recollect this hint to-niglit,

when you retire to kneel at the mercy-seat.

It may be, however, that the very clearness

with which you now see the amazing fact,

that the Holy Spirit does help in prayer,

makes you doubt whether you have ever ex-

perienced his help in prayer. You may feel

afraid to refer your own earnest supplications

to a source so high. It seems too good news

to be true, that the Eternal Spirit should have

inclined our hearts to pray, and enabled us to

pray according to the will of God ! It is

really more difficult to admit this to be true

in our own case, than it was for "holy men of

old" to believe their own inspiration. In speak-

ing as the Spirit moved them, the movements

of the Spirit were so sensible and extraordi-

nary, that the prophets could not doubt the

reality of their inspiration. But, in our case,

the drawing and opening of the heart to pray,
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have been so gradual, and are so partial, that

it seems presumption to ascribe such a slender

effect to such a majestic cause. We know,

and can never forget, how imperfect and im-

pure our best prayers have been. As acts of

our own understanding and conscience we

are ashamed of them ; how then can we con-

nect them with the operations of the Spirit of

God ? We fee! our prayers to be unworthy of

the natural powers of our own spirit : how much

more of the divine power of the Holy Spirit

!

The man who has never felt this deeply,

has never thought deeply upon the subject.

Oh, it is no easy matter to say, " with the un-

derstanding,"—the Eternal Spirit has helped

mij infirmities in prayer ! It is easy to talk

and argue about the influences, operations, and

outpourings of the Spirit ; but to say, as

in the presence cf God, I have felt them
;

and know experimentally that the Holy Spirit

has welcomed a id helped me to pray :—he

must think twice before he speak once, who

speaks thus. You feel this ; and are, perhaps,

becoming more afraid than ever to admit the

amazing fact in your own case. You have
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been pleased and profited by secret devotion ;

and have thoujfht at the time that sureiy the

Spirit was helpin<r your iutirmities : but, now

thut tlie solemn grandeur of that- help is break-

ing out upon you, you dare hardly believe

that ever you have been really a partaker of

it ! Perhaps, some doubts of its reality,, in

any case, are forcing themselves upon your

mind, and compelling you to ask—does the

Holy Spirit help at all now in prayer 1

Bringing the matter to this point may,, in-

deed, agitate and unhinge you for a moment

;

but it will do you no real harm. It will do

you real good, by drawing you oiF from taking

things for granted, to the better plan of prov-f

ing all things. I want to give truth the force

of truth upon your mind, that you "may know

what you say, and whereof you affirm," when-

ever you speak of the office or operations of

the Holy Spirit. For, if you are really stag-

gered by these views of the matter, it is cer-

tain that you have never examined the matter

fully. If you think it at all doubtful, whether

the Spirit still helps the infirmities of the

prayerful, you have never looked stedfastly
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upon the facts of the case. For what are the

facts in regard to the continued help of the

Spirit 1 Why, one of them is that the de-

nial of it involves the virtual overthrow of the

whole gospel. The work of the Spirit, and

the truth ofthe Word, stand or fall together.

The men who have denied or derided the doc-

trine of the Spirit's influences, might just as

well have denied that God hears prayer, or

that Christ intercedes for the prayerful. For

there is nothing implied in all the work of the

Holy Spirit that is less credible, or less

rational, or less likely, than what is implied

in the work of the Father and the Son. If

the Father can hear, the Spirit can help

:

if the Son can intercede, the Spirit can as-

sist. Why, then, if I ani not visionary when

I say, " God will hear me,^ • should I be

called so, or think myself so, when I say,

"the Spirit will help me?" Even natural

rfeligion admits that the Father of our spirits

has access to our spirits and may influence

them. Some Deists have even prayed to God

for divine direction. Unless, therefore, I were

to become an Atheist, or to deny that God can
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hear prayer, I cannot bo visionary whilst

beheving that lie who condescends to hear

it, will condescend to help it. Thus tri-

umphantly, you see, the help of the Spirit

may be demonstrated. It is, indeed, won-

derful that the Eternal Spirit should act upon

our hearts, and draw out their desires after

salvation and holiness ; but not at all more

wonderful than that the Father should listen

to the expression of these desires, or that

there is such a " great salvation" to pray for.

It is just because the work of Christ is so

valuable and glorious, that the work of the

Spirit is so sure and constant. Thus there is

no more reason to doubt whether the Spirit

continues to help on earth, than whether the

Father continues to hear, or the Son to inter-

cede, in heaven.

But if these hints establish your faith in

the fact that the Spirit does help the pray-

erful, they increase, perhaps, your fears in

your own case. Now that you see that the

help is as rational as it is necessary, you hesi-

tate whether to ascribe to the work of the

Holy Spirit the workings of your own spirit
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in prayer. For although you have at times

felt deeply, and wept sincerely, and cried fervent-

ly, and resolved solemnly, before the throne

of grace, you nov/ suspect that even all this

hardly comes up to what is included in divine

help. You imagine that if a " spirit of grace

jand supplication ' had really been poured out

upon you, you would have felt far more than

all this. You,can scarcely conceive how ia

day of such " small things " can be the fruit

of so great a Spirit ! This is a trying dilem-

riia. Your mind is alive to the truth and

glory of help from on; high; but both the

truth' and glory of it make you afraid that

•you are not a partaker of it. You are un-

wilJing to admit that you are an utter stranger

to the influences of tlie Holy Spirit; and

yet you are unable-, to say, with certainty,

that you are a subject of them. You wish

-to be so—have sought to be' so.—and^ have

occasionally hoped that you; were so; but

some of these hints have thrown you out of

your usual track of thinking, and startled

you so that you cannot yet recover yourself.

It is, however, a good sign to be concerned

9
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about the work of the Spuit, and afraid of

mistaking it ;
^''
for they who are after the

Spirit mind the things of the Spirit ;"

whereas they who are after the flesh mind

only the things of the flesh. Upon this

scriptural fact I have often been glad to take

my stand, when, like you, I have f( It utterly

unable or afraid to answer the solemn question,

" Have ye received the Holy Spirit ?" 1 durst

not say, yes ; and to say, no, was intolerable.

I could only say, " Thou who knowest all

things, knowest that I mind the things of

the Spirit ; that I am concerned and intent

upon understanding them, and praying to

be a partaker of them." Now, you can truly

say this ; and, therefore, do ; cling to this

until you are enabled to say more.

Your great difficulty, now that you see the

help of the Holy Spirit to be a reality, is, that

nothing which you have experienced seems

to come up to it. The Spirit is an Almighty

Agent ; and you cannot think that his work

iu the heart could be so weak as it is in your

heart. I recollect being sorely pressed by this

difficulty, whilst walking in the fields one day
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alone. It was in summer, when the insects

were sporting in the sun. It occurred to me,

whilst gazing upon them, that each of these

tiny insects was as much the work of Omnipo-

tence as the mightiest angel ; that its almost

inaudible hum could only have been called

forth by the same power which inspires the

hymn of the archangel. I then saw in a mo-

ment that " small things," in the beginning of

a work of grace, may be as really the work of

the Spirit as the gift of prophety or miracles

was so. It was a simple process of thought

;

but it was very useful to me. And it is strictly

just ; for as nothing but Omnipotence could

have created an insect or an atom, as well as

an orb or an angel, nothing but the Holy

Spirit could turn the heart to seek its happiness

in the holy salvation of God : for this is

utterly unnatural and abhorrent to man, and

therefore the effect of divine grace, wherever

and however it is produced. Reflection,

and especially afflictions, may, indeed, work

a very considerable change of character, and

drive men to pray earnestly for a time : but

they do not sweetly draio to prayer nor really
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endear it long. There is a mighty difference

between the kind of help which they, when

alone, give in prayer, 'and that whicli the

Holy Spirit gives. The prayers extorted

by affliction are chiefly for deliverance from

it, or support under it. When they regard,

above all things, the sanclified use of it, there

is a higher power than affliction operating on

the mind. The Holy Spirit is helping mightily,

when they regard a change of heart more

than a change of condition—an interest in

and conformity to Christ, more than temporal

deliverance. Oh, there is no better proof

of "having the Spirit," than ihat we would

rather suffer than sin ; rather be the prisoners

of providence than the votaries of vice or the

w^orld !

All this might have been stated at once,

and thus you would have escaped whatever

agitation the former class of remarks occa-

sioned. If, however, you are beginning to

recover your composure, you will soon stand

higher and firmer than ever you did, upon

"the ministration of the Spirit." Wy object

was to bring the question of "having the
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Spirit," to an issue; for whilst it is taken

for granted, or left unsettled, it is impossible

to " walk or pray in the Spirit." Many leave

it in suspense from year to year, and are thus

all their life long subject to the bondage of

uncertainty. They cannot come to a conclu-

sion upon their own state by a hasty glance
;

and they do not go fully into the question.

They are afraid to decide, and unwilling to

examine. They mean well, but they think

little. They are sincere, but they are also

superficial. The consequence is they seldom

know what to think of their own case. Now,
how much better, and in fact easier, it is to

go thoroughly into the subject, unlil we ascer-

tain whether or not we are partakers of the

Spirit ! One thorough examination of the

question would save you from a thousand em-

barrassments in after life.

9*
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WALKING IN "THE LIGHT," ESSENTIAL TO
FELLOWSHIP WITH GOD.

Entire and eternal " fellowship" with God
and the Lamb is the perfection of the bliss of

heaven. The fellowship of the saints with all

the "innumerable company of angels," must
be delightful ;'and the fellowship of the saints

with each other, still more pleasing, because

more natural : but the fellowship of both with

God must exceed, infinitely, all the other

social enjoyments of heaven. To see him as

he is, to hear him speak, to speak with God
face to face, as a man doth with his friend,

must be joy " full of glory." And then—this

communion with God will be eternal and uni-

versal in heaven. All will enjoy it equally,

both as to degree and duration. Oh, no won-

der that all must be liolij in order to share

such fellowship with God ! An unholy spirit

could not enjoy it even if admitted into it.

What God shows and says of himself from
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the throne, to pure spuits, could only mortify

and confound impure spirits. Every look of

unveiled Godhead would wither their hearts,

and every word sting their consciences, just

in proportion as the looks were lovely and the

words kind ; because the unholy would feel

through all their soul that these smiles and

assurances were not meant for them. Thus

heaven itself vvoull be a hell to beings who
loved sin and disliked holiness.

•JVovv, as perfect hoUness is essential to fel-

lowship with God in heaven, so the love and

pursuit of holiness are essential to fellowship

with him on earth. " If I regard iniquity in

my heart,'' said David, "the Lord will not

hear me." " If we say that we have fellow-

ship with him," said John, '• and walk in

darkness, we lie, and do not the truth."

Walking with God, and v/alking in darkness,

(that is, in secret or in open sin,) are utterly

incompatible. They never were combined,

and never can be. The appearance and pre-

tence of devotional communion with God,

may be combined with bad habits, so as to

deceive the world, and the' church, top ; but
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the pretender himself is no more deceived by

his own dexterity than God is. He cannot

lie to himself, however he may impose on

Others, or elude detection. The father of lies

cannot lie to himself: much less can his most

expert children dupe their own consciences

completely or through life.

It is supposed, I am aware, that the self-

deception of the heart is so very great that

even a sensnulist may flatter himself with the

hope of salvation, and bring himself to believe

that sin cannot harm him. But, although

some men have said so, and, no doubt, thought

so in their own case, for a time, it remains

yet to be proved that any man has died under

this delusion, or even lived very long under it.

Me of this stamp do not pass through life

without checks. Reverses of some kind over-

take them sooner or later ; and when " the

mighty hand of God" is upon them, its pres-

sure soon undeceives themselves, even if they

continue to deceive others. These remarks,

apply, of course, only to those who profess

themselves to be the people of God, notwith-

standing their vices. Men utterly ignorant of
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the doctrines of grace, or indifferent about

religion, may both live and die flattering them-

selves with the hope of safety : but flaming

professors, who are vicious, cannot carry their

false security into the valley of the shadow of"

death. The first sweep of the swellings of

Jordan wrecks their peace.

Gross vice is not, however, the only " dark-

ness" in which no fellowship with God can be

obtained. Any allowed sin will interrupt it,

and any evil habit prevent it. Fellowship

with God is not understood where this is not

believed and felt. If, indeed, fellowship with

God meant no more than freedom or fervor

in prayer, there might be something of this

felt at times, even by very inconsistent pro-

fessors ; for they are overcome occasionally

both by fear and hope, and thus, drawn into

something very like the spirit of real devotion.

But, however they or others may call these

meltings of the heart, communion with God,

they are not so. Even the delight they feel in

prayer at. such times is not so. . Even when

the prayers of such men are both sincere and

fervent, they are not fellowship with God.
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There are many popular mistakes upon this

subject, which require to bu cleared up, for

the sake of consistent, as well as of inconsist-

ent, professors. The general opinion of both

seems to be— that communion with God con-

sists chiefly in enjoyment at the sacrament,

and during secret prayer. And by enjoyment

they mean sweet thovights and tender feelings,

arising from clear views of the love of God,

and of the glory of the Saviour. "VYhen these

things touch their heart, so as to melt them,

they rejoice in having fellowship Avith God.

But when they do not feel thus, they say that

they have had no communion with him.

Now, in the case of a consistent follower

of the Saviour, the first conclusion is quite

true ; his delight at the sacrament and in the

closet is real fellowship with God and the

Lamb. But his second conclusion may be

quite untrue. The want of such enjoyment

is not, necessarily, the want of fellowship with

God, or with the Saviour. It may even be a

higher and holier degree of it than what we

call enjoyment is. Oh, yes ! when the soul is

sunk in the dust of humility and self-abase-
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merit, and filled to overflowing with grief,

and shame, and hatred, and loathing of sin

;

and so absorbed in feeling the necessity and

desirableness of holiness, that it can think

of nothing else at the time,—then there is

more real fellowship with God and the Lamb,
than when the soul can hardly contain its

joys : for this deep hatred of sin, and thia

deep love of holiness, are more in harmony

with the mind of God fhan any raptures are.

For what is fellowship with God, but felloio

principles and feelings to his own 1

Such being the sober facts of the case, it is

self-evident that whatever an inconsistent pro-

fessor enjoys at the sacrament, or in secret

prayer, it is not fellowship with God and the

Lamb. They hate sin. It is " the abominable

thing" which their " soul hateth." Who-
ever, therefore, loves sin, so as to " walk" in

it, is at open variance with God, instead of

having fellowship with him ; and at variance

with God on a point which God never will

yield nor alter. He will bear with weak-

nesses, and overlook infirmities, and even

forgive, in answer to prayer, the sins of those
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who hate sin, and are conscientiously trying

to follow holiness ; but with the man who
loves sin, and lives in it, .God will hold no

fellowship. " JVhat felloivshij) hath Christ

with Belial .?" None. Aiid it" is equally true

that Belial (a wicked man) hath none with

Christ, whatever he may think or pretend.

These hints prove that there are serious

-fnistakes prevail upon this subject. Inconsis-

tent professors call that—fellowship with God,

which wants the very first and fundamental

principle of all communion with him. That

principle is—love to what God loves most

—

Holiness; and hatred to what God hates

most

—

Sin. Where, this principle is not in

the heart, - there is not, there cannot be, any

fellowship with God. There may befits of

prayer without ' it, and flashes of enjoyment

without it, and occasional meltings of heart

without it ; hut no- fellowship. It is essential,

in ordor to that, that we have some measure

of fellow feeling with God on the point where

he feels most. Were fhis- well understood,

and liabitually remembered, by those who
combine a profession of religion with loved
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and allowed sin, they would soon become as

much afraid of what they call their " sweet

seasons" of enjoyment, as they are now of

being detected in their secret sins. For, no-

thing is more ominous or alarming than a

state of mind which can set off fits of de-

votion against habits of sensuality, intem-

perance, lying, or dishonesty. The man who

can salve up the wounds of his conscience,

under such habits, is really searing his con-

science, with the hottest " iron" that Satan

heats. " If we say that we have fellowship with

him, and walk in darkness, we lie."

** But if we walk in the light, as he is in tJi&

tight, ive have mutual fellowship with him."

Walking in the light is both the rule and the

condition of communion with God. It is itself

practical fellowship with God, and leads to

that devotional fellowship which consists in

the sensible enjoyment of the divine presence.

But, it may be said, "walking in the light

as God is in the light," seems to be impossi-

ble : " God is light, and in him is no darkness

at all !" how, then, can any one walk in the

light as he is in the light ? This objection ia

10
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not so formidable as it appears at first sight.

The apostle's object is, not to demand perfec-

tion, but to establish a perfect rule of conduct.

The angels cannot walk in the light, to all the

extent which God is in the light ; but they act

upon his principles, copy his example, and cul-

tivate his spirit. They adopt no lower, nor any

other, standard of holiness. Now, although we

cannot equal angels in walking in the light, we

can, like them, make God our example ; and

although we cannot come up to that example,

we can avoid coming down to an inferior one.

Perfection is, indeed impossible in this world :

but it is net impossible to make use of a per-

fect model or rule of conduct. Let us, there-

fore, consider how God is " in the light."

Now, in him, there is none of the darkness

oi^insinceyihj. God never says one thing, and

means another ; never professes friendship,

when he feels none ; never employs fraud or

flattery to gain his ends. All this, however, is

common in the world ; and, because it is com-

mon, God puts himself forward as the autho-

ritative example of sincerity to all who desire

fellowship witli him. He will not allow us to
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make any man, nor any angel, the standard

of our sincerity ; but insists upon it, that we
look to himself as our model. Now, this ia

not impossible. It is, in fact, the easiest of

all the rules of speaking or acting, to set the

Lord before us. The moment we realize to

ourselves his sincerity, we see, at a glance,

how he would speak and act ; and thus see

how we ought to conduct the business and

intercourse of life. No man can be at a loss

what to say, in any given case, if he is deter-

mined to be sincere as God is sincere. This

rule would put an end to all shuffling, equivo-

cating, and coloring, as well as to all lying

and pretence. This virtue of godlike since-

rity or integrity would also be its own reward,

even if it had no connection with the promise

of the divine presence. Sterhng and uniform

uprightness, in word and deed, commands or

wins the homage of all men ; and, what is

infinitely better, it secures, to a believer, joy

and peace in believing. The God of truth

marks his approbation of all who walk in the

light of truth, by lifting upon them the light

of his own countenance. He " manifests"
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himself to them, in a way that he " docs not"

to the insincere and the half-honest. Tho

fact is, God regulates his fellowship with his

professed friends, by the same general princi-

ple on which we regulate our own fellowship

with our acquaintances. We avoid, as much

as possible, all intimacy with the double-

minded, and the tricky, and the false-tongued.

We make them feel, by our manner, that we

cannot rely on them, nor act with them. They

sit upon thorns whilst in our company. And

whatever be their profession of religion, such

persons find a similar reception from God,

both at the sacrament and in the closet.

There, too, they sit or kneel upon thorns.

Again ; in God there is none of the dark-

ness ofpride. He is majestic, but condescend-

ing also. All his dignity is as amiable as it is

exalted. He is not a respecter of persons,

nor ashamed to own the poorest sheep or lamb

of the good shepherd's flock. He readily and

equally holds fellowship with all his people of

equal character, however unequal may be

their rank in life, or their range of talent.

Now, it is not impossible for believers to imi-
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tate God in his condescension and imparti-

ality. We may walk in the light of humility,

as he does in the light of condescension. It

is necessary to do so, if we would obtain fel-

lowship with God in our closets, or at the

sacrament ; for He will not countenance any

believer who is ashamed to own, as brethren,

the poorest of the flock : but as sure as he

declines fellowship with them, he loses fel-

lowship with God. " The first" in rank in a

church, is always " the last " in devotional

enjoyment, whenever he is a consequential

man. God keeps just as far off from him, as

he hiinself keeps far off from his brethren.

Such a man is as seldom upon the mount of

communion, as he is seldom in the company of

the church. His distance, and airs, and self-

importance, are thus their own punishment.

They may not, indeed, draw down upon him-

self the contempt of his brethren : they may

bear his high hand, and brook his haughty

spirit; but God will do neither. The proud

are an abomination to the Lord, and he be-

holdeth them afar off; and, although he does

not always punish them in their person or pro-

10*
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perty, he invariably withdraws and withholds

from them tho sense of his gracious presence.

None areso much neglected by God as those

who neglect the people of God. There, is no

light in the countenance of God for the man

who darkens his own countenance when he

looks upon " men of low estate" in the church.

But, on the other hand, when pious men, of

rank or wealth, are humble, alTable, and im-

partial ; and when they employ their influence

to promote the welfare of the church, none are

more honored by God, either at the sacrament

or in the closet. They are, emphatically, the

men " whom the King delighteth to honor. "

Again ; in God there is none of the dark-

ness of imprudbnce. He does not speak rashly,

nor act without deliberation. He promises

nothing but what he can perform, and engages

in nothing which can involve his character

in the least. And here, also, he is the ex-

ample to them that fear him. We cannot

indeed imitate the wisdom of God so as to

become infallible in our judgment, or unerring

in our management ; but we can think before

we speak ; we can deliberate before we decide

;
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we can stand alcof from hazardous and ques-

tionable undertakings ; we can avoid giving

pledges which we are not likely to redeem
;

we can keep clear of those habits which weak-

en" the understanding and pervert the con-

science. Oh, were all the professed followers

of Christ doing all that they could do, in guid-

ing themselves and their affairs " with discre-

tion," how much more fellowship with God

many of them might enjoy ! But, if a man
contract debts beyond his means of payment,

or launch out in business upon mere credit

without capital ; or involve himself and his

friends by rash speculation ; or give in to the

sottish system of transacting business at ta-

verns ; or so entangle himself with pledges as

to be for ever at his " wit's end" for new shifts

and excuses—that man cannot have commu-

nion with God either in the sanctuary or the

closet. His closet, indeed, will seldom see

him. And if he continue to visit the sanctu-

ary, and pretend to be comforted there, whilst

persisting in this course, his case is ominous

indeed ! Comfort ! There is no comfort in the

gospel for the dishonest or the drunken, but
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the comfort that arises from the fact—that the

blood of Christ can cleanse from all sin, and

grace teach them to " live soberly and honest-

ly" in the world. Any comfort which does

not stop crime is a curse. But, on the other

hand, the man who brings both the gospel and

the law to bear upon all his affairs, to regu-

late his expenditures, to form his promises, to

moderate his desires, to bind his soul to the

example of his Saviour—that man will not

pray without comfort, nor communicate with-

out enjoyment. Others may pretend, but he

will " truly" say, my " fellowship is with the

Father, and with his Son Jesus Christ."

Again : in God there is none of the dark-

ness of passion. He is " slow to anger," and

never angry without a just cause. It is not

mistakes nor trifles that he takes offence at.

And even when He is justly angry. He does

not abandon the offender at once. Thus God
is " in the light ;" and in all this He is our

example. " Walking in the light as He is in

the light," in this respect, is essential to fel-

lowship with him ; for the God of love will

not countenance an angry man. Such is His
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aversion to all strife between brethren, that

He commands the offender to leave the altar

and his gift too, until he is reconciled to his

brother. He even suspends forgiveness upon

forgiving. But even if this were not the case,

nor God to hide his countenance from the

angry, anger itself would disable us from see-

ing the face of God. It is physically, . as well

as morally, impossible to pray in a passion.

Well might Jeremy Taylor say, " prayer is

the daughter of charity, and the sister of

meekness ; and he that prays to God in an

angry spirit, is like him"' who retires into a

battle to meditate, and sets up his closet in

the out quarters of an enemy, and chooses

a frontier garrison to be wise in. Anger is.

a perfect alienation of the mind from prayer ;

and therefore is contrary to that attention

which presents our prayers in z.. right line \o

Heaven. For so have I seen a lark rising

from his bed of grass, and soaring upwards,

singing as he rises, and hopes to get to hea-

ven, and climb above the clouds. But the

poor bird was beaten back with the loud sigh-

ings of an eastern wind, and his motion made
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irregular and inconstant ; descending more,

at every breath of the tempest, than he could

recover by the libration and frequent weigh-

ing of his wings ; till the little creature was

forced to sit down and pant, and stay till the

storm was over ; and then—it made a pros-

perous flight, and did rise and sing as if it

had learned music and motion from an angel,

as he passed sometimes through the air,

about his ministeries here below.

•' So is the prayer of a good man, when

anger raises a tempest and overcomes him.

Then his prayer was broken, and his thoughts

were troubled, and his words went up towards

a cloud ; and his thoughts pulled them back

again, and made them without intention.

And the good man sighs for his infirmity

;

but must be content to lose the prayer ; and

he must recover it when his anger is removed,

and his spirit is becalmed, and made even as

the brow of Jesus, and smooth like the heart

ofGod : and then it ascends to heaven upon

the wings of the holy dove, and dwells with

God, till it returns like the useful bee, laden

with ablessing and the dew of heaven."



No. VII. '

A DEVOTIONAL SPIRIT ESSENTIAL TO THE
ENJOYMENT OF THE PROMISES.

Nothing is more obvious than that eternal

things are not seen in their true Hght, by the

generality of mankind. Men could not act as

they do, if they saw eternal realities in the light

of revelation. Accordingly, whenever any great

truth shines out upon them with unusual

clearness, they change, or resolve to change,

their line of conduct. They can neither act

nor feel as usual, while that truth is before

them in its brightness and solenmity. It is

master, whilst it can keep on the meridian of

their minds. It is, therefore, self-evident,

that if all the great truths of the gospel were

vividly and habitually before their minds, a

change of conduct and feeling would be the

inevitable effect. No man could go on in sin
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or sloth, who saw, as in sunhghf, the fatal

and eternal consequences of neglecting the

great salvation. No man could "halt be-

tween two opinions," who saw the two worlds,

Heaven and Hell, as God has exhibited them

in his own word. Thc_y are not seen in His

" light," by any one who trifles with them.

It is the light of custom— of convenience—of

passion, that is upon eternal things, whenever

they are unfelt or uninfluential. The indiffer-

ence which some manifest, and the indecision

which marks others, is, therefore, the exact

measure of their spiritual blindness. They

may not be ignorant, but what they know

they have not weighed nor searched out for

themselves. Their knowledge has been forced

upon them by circumstances, or picked up by

accident and at second-hand. It is not the

fruit of searching the Scriptures, nor of seri-

ous consideration, nor of secret prayer. They

have just light enough to render their indiffer-

ence and indecision highly criminal, and

utterly inexcusable ; but not light enough to

terminate them, nor even to keep them from

growing worse. For it is quite possible for

an undecided man to become insensible, and
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for a heedless man to become reckless, whilst

he only sees the truth of God in the light of

the world. In that hght it has little authority,

and less glory. It has not the force of truth

upon the heart or the character. Accordingly,

whilst men content themselves with holding

the truth in the vague and general forms in

which it is afloat in the world, and merely

fall in with public opinion, instead of forming

iheir own opinions from the word of God,

they may remain heedless and heartless, for

any length of time. The word of God itself

must be used as the word of God, before it

can prove the power of God unto salvation.

It is, therefore, no wonder that so many,

who seem to know so much about the soul

and eternity, should yet trifle with both. For

what is there in their knowledge to prevent

trifling 1 It relates, indeed, to grand and

solemn truths ; but not to these truths as

they stand in the Bible, nor as they flow from

the lips of Jehovah, but as they float in public

opinion. And when thus separated from God
himself, and from his "lively oracles," they

cannot make men wise unto salvation.

11
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If these hints explaui, in any measure, the

carelessness and indecision of the multitude,

they will also explain many of the relapses of

the serious. Truth has not always the force

of truth upon them. They revere it, and love

it, and wish to remain under its influence.

And at times it is sweeter to their taste than

honey, or the honey-comb. But, somehow,

they often lose their relish for it. Even their

knowledge, as well as their enjoyment, of the

glorious gospel, fades away insensibly from

time to time. Thty lose both the sight and

the sense of truths which have made their

hearts sing for joy, even in the day of ad-

versity.

Now, all this surprises as well as grieves

them. . They cannot always account for it.

It seems so strange, as well as melancholy,

that truths which had been often before the

mind in light and loveliness, in power and

glory, should ever disapjoar or become dim!

If they had not been loved whilst they shone

in beauty, or not improved whilst they capti-

vated tlie heart, their eclipse would explain

itself. But they have become dark and dis-
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tant, even when we were not conscious of

misimproving them. . They have vanished

away, even whilst we were fondly calculating

that we could never again forget or misunder-

stand them.

All this, however, is not so strange as it is

lamentable. It arises, in many instances,

from ceasing to "search the Scriptures" as

we did, whilst we were absorbed with the

question, " What shall I do to be saved V
When we can answer this question to our own
satisfaction, we are prone to relax in our at-

tentiori to the word of God. Having dis-

covered our way and welcome to the cross,

we do not feel the same necessity for continu-

ing our inquiries. And the whole matter

seems so plain, and so pleasing, that we take

for granted that we can never lose sight of it.

Thus we come to put our clear views in the

room of the Scriptures, and begin to draw

upon them, instead of continuing to " draw

water from the wells of salvation." The con-

sequence is, that our clearest views of the

gospel soon become indistinct. Hence the

necessity of habitual attention to the word of
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God, however clear or copious our knowledge

of it may be. We never can safely dispense

with it, whatever be our experience or pro-

gress in the divine life. It must be " the

light of our feet," until they stand on the sea

of glass before the throne.

It is not, however, a formal use of the

Scriptures that will maintain, in brightness

and power, those views of divine truth which

were acquired by a devolional use of the

Scriptures. We were blending much fervent

prayer with our frequent reading of them,

when we first discovered the way of salvation

for ourselves. We pondered and prayed over

the word of God, at the same time. Like

David, we were upon our knees when we said,

" In thy li^hl shall we see light." We both

recognized and realized the presence of God

with his own oracles ; and with something of

the solemnity, and much of the sincerity of the

high-priest, when he went within the veil, we

opened our Bibles, saying, " I will hear what

God the Lord will speak." In a word, our

searching the Scriptures was truly a devo-

tional exercise, when we obtained the view of
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the gospel which reUeved our consciences, and

cahned our spirits.

This experimental fact demands and deserves

the utmost attention. Remember! You were not

only thoughtful and watchful, but prayerful

also, when the great salvation opened upon your

mind, in its own native glory and simplicity.

Whether the discovery was made by you in the

sanctuary or in the closet, it was intimately

connected with prayer.- And however clearly

it shone in the sanctuary, it shone still clearer

when you retired to pray over it. You saw and

felt then, that this " marvellous light" was

both the answer and the effect of prayer.

Such being the real facts of the case, it is

self-evident that any decline of prayerful

attention to the word of God must dim the

clearness, and diminish the sweetness, of all

those principles and promises which you first

discovered, whea in a truly devotional spirit.

The decay of that spirit must darken them.

They were- first seen when you were living

very " near" to God ; and, therefore, all re-

ceding from that nearness must involve a

proportionate losing sight of them. In a

11*
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word, whatever wc saw and enjoyed in the

gospel, whilst we were very prayerful, can

only be kept sight of, so as to be enjoyed, by

continuing prayerful.

This general principle is of universal appli-

cation. It applies particularly to the enjoy-

ment of that " good hope through grace,"

JUSTIFICATION by faith alone. This is a

truth which the prayerless cannot enjoy^

however well they may understand it. Very

few of them do understand it at all, or evea

notice it. As a 'peculiarity of the gospel»

however, it is understood by some of the

prayerless. They can argue about it, and

prove it from Scripture, and point out the

preachers and writers who garble or encum-«

ber the doctrine. Some of this class have

neither mercy nor patience for any man who
seems to see less clearly than themselves, that

believing is faith, and that faith justifies the

soul. They can demonstrate all this—to his

confusion, and to his condemnation too ! To
hear them declaiming and denouncing thus,

one would imagine that they enjoyed the doc-

trine, as much as they understood it. This,
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however, is not the case. Accordingly, the

moment they are brought to the point by the

pointed question,—" Jire you justified by your

belief of the truth ?"—they dare not say that

they are. The consciousness of being prayer-

less, and averse to secret prayer, shuts their

lips at once. They may continue to argue the

general principle, and even go on to show that

its truth is in nowise affected by their uncer-

tainty ; but beyond this they cannot proceed.

They see clearly that believers are justified

by believing ; but they see as clearly, that it

is not safe to reckon their own prayerless belief,

faith.

Now, what the prayerless cannot enjoy, the

serious dare not enjoy when they cease to be

prayerful. The conclusion, " I believe on the

Saviour, and therefore am justified for his

sake," cannot be drawn so as to be satisfactory

to the mind, when the heart is not right with

God in the closet. It may, indeed, be drawn

as a logical syllogism : but it will only have

the effect of dry logic. It will not heal the

wounds, nor hush the fears of the conscience,

whilst conscience must confess to itself, that
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secret devotion i.s neglected or hurried over.

Indeed, in such a state of mind, justification

by faith alone will appear, at times, a doubt-

ful doctrine, or faith will be supposed to

mean much more than the cordial belief of

the gospel ; and thus the man to whom the

whole matter was equally plain, pleasing.; and

valid, whilst he was devotional in his spirit

and habits, may come to doubt and distrust

the whole matter ; or at least to be unable

to derive any coifort from it. For when the

heart is estranged from God, or sunk into

cold formality in prayer, salvation by faith

will appear just as difhcult as salvation by

works.

These difficulties are, I am aware, felt at

times by many of the prayerful. But in

general tho^c who feel them most have never

clearly understood the doctrine of justifica-

tion by faith, nor perceived that prayer is the

best ex[)ression of faith. They have either

heard a misty gospel, or misunderstood the

preacher, and thus have always been at a

loss on the subject. But their difficulties

would be removed at once if the matter were

fully explained to them j because, to their
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devotional spirit, it would commend itself as

the truth of God. Whereas, in the case of

those who once understood and enjoyed the

doctrine, but have lost the spirit of prayer, no

explanation of it will remove their difficulties,

unless, at the same time, it restore that spirit.

The sober tact is, thiit the loss of a devotional

spirit operates, in reference to the gospel,

just as the loss of a mental faculty does in

reference to the affairs of life. Whilst the

alienation lasts, the judgments of the mind are

not sound nor consistent ; things do not appear

in their true light, or are not applied to their

right purpose. In the same way, therefore, that

a sane mind is essential for the wise manage-

ment ofhuman aflairs, so is a devotional spirit to

the enjoyment of divine truth. Indeed a dislike

of prayer is a species of moral insanity. He is

not " in his right mind " towards God or towards

himself, who has not begun to pray ; nor is

he who has ceased to pray fervently. Accord-

ingly, the first thing which the Spirit of God
does, both in converting a sinner, and in res-

toring a backslider, is to bring them to their

knees in secret, to seek God with all their heart.
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The goneral principle of tbcse hints is

equally applicable to the enjoyment of the

spirit of ADOPTION. The witness of the Holy

Spirit with our spirit, that we are the children

of God, will not survive the death of prayer.

The spirit of adoption is essentially and inva-

riably devotional. It " cries—Abba, Father."

Accordingly when this filial cry ceases in the

closet, the sense of sonship is soon gone from

the heart. No wonder ! For if it be often dif-

ficult, and sometimes almost impossible, even

when we are most prayerful, to cherish the

hope that we are the children of God, it must

be felt to be sheer presumption to do so, when

the heart is estranged from prayer.

I do not mean, of course, that sonship is

disannulled or disproved by a decay of devo-

tional feeling and habits : but I do mean

—

that such a decay is, whilst it lasts, fatal to

the conscious enjoyment of sonship. The

logic of the doctrine will not keep up the

hope of the fact. It is perfectly true that

whoever is a believer, is fully warranted to

consider himself a child of God: and it is

equally true, thit relapses in devotion do not
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prove a man to be an absolute unbeliever: but

neither fact will meet our case whilst we are

undevotional : because, in that state we are

not believing with the heart. Faith is not

dead when the spirit of prayer is lost : but it

is in such a faint, when it ceases to breathe

prayer, that neither reason nor conscience

dare venture to argue, from ifs bare existence,

that we are "the sons and daughters of the

Lord God Almighty." We may not, indeed,

give up all hope of sonship, even when -things

are at this low ebb in our closet. The mind

will look, and the heart will linger over the

fact, that it is " by faith," sonship is obtained.

And we may also cling to the weak vestiges

of our former believing, as evidences of hav-

ing " the root of the matter" within us still.

And we may try to draw the conclusion, that

all is safe although much be far wrong. But

this will not do ! It does not satisfy the heart,

however it may blunt the stings of conscience.

Our common sense frowns upon the paltry

stratagem of proving our safety by a logical

quibble, whilst the great body of our feelings

are in a bad state ! The sad difference between
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these desperate graspings at indirect means of

comfort, and our former calm hold of the

cross, whilst we were prayerful, alarms and

shames us. We had then no temptation,

because no occasion, to have recourse to a

reckless logic, which tries to circumvent or

evade God, by holding him to the letter of

some promise, the spirit and design of which

we disregard. Oh, nothing is so pitiable an

expedient as this ! It is contemptible and im-

pious when the heart is estranged from God,

and averse to prayer, to clutch at, and cling to,

some subterfuge which, like a flaw in an in-

dictment, is a mere evasion. And yet this is,

alas ! the use which many make of some of the

doctrines of grace. But how much better and

easier is it to set the whole matter right, by a

prompt and penitential return to the throne

of grace ! Half the thought usually spent

in jugghng the conscience would suffice

to bring and bind it over to its old habits

of watchfulness and prayer. And these tcill

maintain the spirit of adoption wherever the

doctrine of adoption is understood. The sub-

stance of that doctrine is, that whoever has
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welcomed the Saviour to his heart for holy

purposes, is both warranted and welcome to

reckon himself a child of God. It is his

duty as well as his privilege, to believe his

own sonship. And the witness of the Holy

Spirit with his spirit, that he is born of God,

is, amongst other things, a witness to the

truth of this revealed fact.

The general principle of these hints ap-

plies equally to the enjoyment of the doc-

trine of the FINAL PERSEVERANCE of be-

lievers. Now, that men concerned about

the eternal salvation of their souls, should

cling with a tenacious grasp to a doctrine

which makes salvation sure, is only what

might be expected. There is so much treach-

ery in the heart, so many snares in the

world, and such depths and wiles in the

temptations of Satan, that I cannot, for my
own part, understand the conduct of those

who deny the doctrine of final perseverance.

Many of them are too holy and too humble

to think seriously that they can " endure

to the end" by their own strength. They

manifest in their prayers that they feel

12
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themselves dependant upon Him who *' began

the good work," for the on-carrying of it

from day to day. And if they do, indeed,

calculate, with any certainty, on being kept

by the day from falling, they might just as

well calculate by the year or for life : for

they are only subdividing the promise in ap-

pearance, without subverting the principle in

reality. But whether for the day, the year,

or for life, the calculation, if made to any

purpose, must be made in a devotional spirit.

As in the former cases the dry logic of the

doctrine will not maintain the hope of the

promise. It cannot do so in any sober mind :

for the promise is, that He who began the

good work will carry it on :—of course, there-

fore, carry it on in its goodness. It is not,

therefore, that work which is going on, when

a devotional spirit is going off.



No. VIII.

DEVOTIONAL PREPARATION FOR THE

SANCTUARY.

If the house of God be, indeed, " the gate

of heaven,''^ it demands and deserves from us

far more than regular, or even reverential, at-

tendance. We ought to prepare for it, as well

as to repair to it. We ought to be " in the

Spirit," as well as in our place, on the Lord's

day ; for the house of God is the gate of hea-

ven, only to the " spiritually minded." It is

not such a gate of heaven as that which John

saw in Patmos—so wide and so open that he

had only to look, in order to behold the throne

of God and the mansions of glory. It is rather

such a gate as the types were to the Saviour

before his coming, or as the prophecies are to

futurity ; solemn, but shadowy ; direct, but

dim : so that if our minds be not spiritual
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when we enter it, wc shall see but little, and

enjoy less, of the heaven to which it leads.

Accordingly, we have found, when we have

come into the house of God altogether un-

prepared, that it was any thing but the gate

of heaven to our souls. It has been the gate

of sleep or the gate of weariness to us when

we have entered it prayerless ; and we have

felt it to be almost the gate of hell when all

its ordinances poured fire into our consciences,

and fear into our hearts. And this they have

done, when our utter want of relish for them

has forced upon us the awful suspicion that

we were surely haydening under the gospel.

These are melancholy and humiliating con-

fessions. They ought, however, to be thus

publicly made, that we may be shamed out of

those habits which bring on such states of

mind ; and that we may see and feel the ne-

cessity of due preparation for the house of

God. For it may be to us the gate of heaven

if we come to it in a right spirit and with pro-

per motives. Now we have much need that it

should be so to us. For if the house of God

do not fix our minds on eternal things, no
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Other house is likely to bring us under the

powers of the world to come. The house of

mourning, by. its gloom and by its silence,

renders us solemn and thor.ghtful whilst we

are in it ; but its deep influence is not lasting :

it lessens every day after the funeral, and

soon subsides entirely. And in the world,

although there are events for ever occurring

which ought to burn in upon our souls the

conviction that " this is not our rest,"—this

alas is not the lesson we learn from them

!

This world, with all its cares and crosses, does

not, by its own influence, throw our thoughts

direct or often upon the world to come. Even

when we ourselves are the sufferers, such is

the tendency of our minds, that we are in-

clined to turn our trials into excuses for the

neglect of the great salvation ;— so that unless

the house of God furnish an antidote to these

plagues of our hearts, they are sure to ruin us.

We are, therefore deeply interested and obli-

gated to form and maintain such devotional

habits of preparation for the sanctuary, that its

" waters" may be for us, from sabbath to

sabbath, cleansing, healing, and refreshing.

12*
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David felt the necessity of this, and never

trusted his principles of love or relish for Zion

to their own vitality or unaided influence ; but

prayed habitually, " O send out thy light and

thy truth : let them lead me, let them bring

me unto thy holy hill and to thy Tabernacles.

Then iinll I go unto the altar of God, unto

God my exceeding joy." It was thus that

David found the house of God to be the gate

of heaven to his soul.

Whenever the benefits of the sanctuary are

thus strongly stated, and preparation for it

thus solemnly enforced, you naturally, and

not improperly, advert in your own minds to

the character and preaching of the minister of

that sanctuary which you attend. And you

ought to " take heed" ivho you hear, and ivhat

you hear, as well as " how you hear." It is

as much your duty to quit a minister who

is not a man of God, and to shun a ministry

which shuns to declare the whole counsel of

God, as it is to attend the house of God. Your

love to Zion is but lukewarm if you counte-

nance a bad man or false doctrine in Zion.

Hearers have it, however, in their power to
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make both a good man and good preaching

much better. For if both are worthy of

esteem, even whilst his people are not very

prayerful, or whilst only a few of them are so,

what would his spirit and sermons be, were he

sure that the great body of his charge came

from their closets to the Sanctuary ?

You have perhaps said, when you heard of

the preaching of Whitefield, Romaine, and

Spencer, why do not our ministers preach with

their unction and energy "? One reason is that

far fewer pray for us than the number who

prayed for them. Whitefield was borne up

and borne through by the high and sweet con-

sciousness, that underneath him were the

wings of the secret and family prayers of

thousands. He had Aarons and Hurs to hold

up his hands upon every mount to Amalek,

where he unfurled the standard of the cross.

Under such circumstances he could not, and

no good man could, be cold or tame in his

preaching.

It may be said in answer to this, "that

Whitefield, by his own devotional spirit and

example, created the prayerfulness which thus
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inspired and sustained him." And to a great

extent, this is true. But " prayer was made
for him," not only by his own converts, but

by all who loved and longed for the conver-

sion of souls. He knew this—and " watched

for souls," as one who must give account.

Now something, yea much, of this, you may
promote by a prayerful regard to your own

profiting ; for if you consult your own spiri-

tual benefit, your minister is "sure to be bene-

fited. A praying people will make a preaching

minister, as much by their prayers for them-

selves as by what they offer for hira. And

in this obvious way : while the consciousness

that he is not forgotten at the mercy-seat,

will soothe his spirit, the consciousness that

you have been alotic with God, and are come

from communing with God and the Lamb will

rouse his spirit to meet your spirit, so as to

mingle with it in all its holy asph-ations. He
will feel, through all his soul, that a devo-

tional people cannot be edified by an undevo-

tional minister,—that a sermon unbaptised by

prayer will betray itself and him too, amongst

the prayerful ; and that no dexterity in speak-
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ing will mask heartlessness in thinking. Thus
he will have, in your devotional character, a

check upon his own ; and his own, thus kept

on the alert, will re-act upon yours, in a simi-

lar way.

Besides, if your errand to the house of God
be a spiritual one, you cannot expect to suc-

ceed without trying, at least, to be " in the

spirit on the Lord's day" before you go out.

It should not depend upon the naorning prayer,

or the morning sermon, of the minister, whe-

ther you shall be in good or bad frame of mind

during the Sabbath. They may, indeed, have

occasionally broken up a bad frame of mind,

and been, unexpectedly, the means of restor-

ing your soul from its wanderings ; but, when-

ever they have been instrumental in this way,

you have been made to feel deeply, at the

time, that such sovereign lifts were fraught

with reproof, as well as with revival. You

never were unexpectedly quickened in the

Sanctuary, without being cut to the heart, by

the consciousness that you might have been

restored sooner, ifyou had not restrained prayer

before God. Accordingly your first resolution,
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when thus brought again to your " right mind"

was, that you would not let things go wrong

again between you and God, by coming prayer-

less or heartless to the bouse of God. I re-

mind you of this fact, that you may feel that

you have no reason to expect to see his glory

in the sanctuary, unless you have prayed at

home, " / beseech thee, shoiv me thy glory."

Whatever is worth finding in his house, is

worth seeking in your own closet. It is there-

fore, presumption, if not high insult, to expect

the divine presence or blessing in Zion, if we

neglect to pray for them before we come to

Zion. If we would feed upon its " green pas-

tures," or be refreshed by its " still waters,"

we must, like David, pray, " O send out thy

light and thy truth : let them lead me, let

them guide me to thy holy /li//."

It is much easier to enforce this rule than

to endear it. It may, however, be commended,

as well as commanded: for your own com-

fort is inseparably connected with its obser-

vance. !Now you know, by experience, that it

is' a wretched post to sit in the house of God
listening to promises, which you cannot lay
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hold on for yourselves ; looking at prospects

of heaven, which you dare not realize ; hearing

of sweet, feelings, which you have lost ! No-
thing is more painful than to see the wells of

salvation overflowing with the water of life,

and feel averse or unable to drink. The fa-

bled cup of Tantalus is nothing to this, when

the soul feels, at the same time, its own value

and cannot forget the solemnities of eternity.

Well, whatever there be in all this that is

humiliating or painful, commends, as well as

enforces, thoughtful and prayerful prepa-

ration for the sanctuary. For you do not, you

cannot, wish to spend . sabbath after sabbath,

thus cold and comfortless. Only think of a

year of such sabbaths ! No communion with

God—no witness of the spirit—no foretastes

of heaven—no growth in grace—no peace of

conscience—no holy liberty of soul in prayer

or praise ! Can you bear the idea of this ? If

not, what is to prevent the reality, if sloth or

sleep be allowed to Mffeste the sabbath morn-

ing 1 For, be assured, God will not humor

our indolence by comforting us under it. The
arm of the Lord will not " awake" to uphold
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or protect us, if we sleep, when we ought to

be up and calling on it to awake for our help.

We have found, by experience, that this is

only too true.

Happily, however, this is not the whole of

our experience. We have found too, at times,

that the " glorious things" spoken of Zion are

true. " As we have heard, so ive have seen,

in the city of God." The house of God has

been, indeed, the very gate of heaven to us.

It was so when the great salvation first opened

upon us in its greatness—when the glories of

the cross first awoke our wonder—when we
first saw our own way and welcome to the

refuge set before us in the gospel—when we
felt the first rising of a hope full- of immor-

tality, and, with adoring but speechless grati-

tude, wept out the weighty sentiment, " why

me—ivhy me, Lord !" The Sabbath was not

a weariness then, nor the ordinances of the

Sanctuary tedious. We felt as if we could

have taken an eternity of these hallowed hours

and emotions.

I appeal to you for the truth of this state-

ment. I must do more ;—Was your business

I
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or your family neglected or injured at all,

whilst your soul was thus absorbed with the

glories of salvation t Had your wife, your

children, your tradesmen, your servants, rea-

son to complain of your conduct or spirit,

whilst you were thus happy in religion ? O,

no !—this good hope through grace exalted all

that was good in your character and temper,

and brought under strong restraints all that

was bad in both. Yes ; and whatever relapse

there has been in either since, has risen, in

no small degree, from the decay of that good

hope. " For whosoever hath this hope in

Christ puritieth himself even as He is pure,"

whilst it is devotionally maintained.

It may be, however, that you suspect it to

be impossible to maintain a settled hope of

salvation. You may have found it decline

and shake, even whilst your general character

remained firm ; and thus you have been led

to think that, do what you would, you cannot

keep it up. Now, on the supposition that

there is much truth in all this, see what it

proves, viz. : -^that if the ordinances and the

fellowship, the checks and charms of the

13
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house of God, . lose their influence over you,

you may be a lost man in the hour of trial and

temptation ! For if you have not hope enough

to fortify you against them, you, of all men,

need most to improve divine ordinances, that

their sweet influence may aid your feeble

hopes. It is, therefore, at your peril, during

all the week, if you come to the sanctuary

hurried or heartless- For unless you are awed

or encouraged by eternal things on the Sab-

bath, and kept alive to the worth of your soul

and the evil of sin, and kept under a deep

sense of the divine presence and authority,

and held up by the counsel and example of

your brethren, you cannot " stand in the evil

day. " And as the bare idea of apostatizing, or

falling, shocks you, O risk not the dread rea-

lity by coming praycrless to the house of God.

Thoughtful and prayerful preparation for the

sanctuary is, however, not less necessary in

the case of those who enjoy some settled hope

of eternal life. A good hope through grace

can only be well maintained by acquiring

" more grace." This is wanted, in order to

keep before you the grounds of hope, in their
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strength and glory. Any one can talk of

Christ being the sole and sure foundation of

all warrantable hope. Any one can argue

that the love and mercy of the divine charac-

ter warrant much hope. But— to see this

clearly, to feel it powerfully, to realize it for

ourselves, so vividly as to enjoy it, is not an

easy attainment, nor, when attained, easily

kept up. In fact, these realizing views of the

glorious gospel fade and vanish away when-

ever the spirit of devotion is allowed to decline.

And they are both dim and indistinct,' on all

the Sabbath- mornings when you have no heart

for secret prayer. Their, distance from.you is

always the measure of your distance from God.

Your hopes are just firm as the cherubim upon

the mercy-seat, in proportion as you act as a

priest before it. Or, if they do stand, after the

spirit of prayer is fallen, they stand, only as

the cherubim when the glory departed—cold

and naked. Thus it is, that the want of a

good conscience towards God or man, over-

throws or overcasts a good hope through grace.

And no sermon which does not set the con-

science right, can set up, or clear up, that hope
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again. Accordingly, you have found, when

you have come praycrlcss to the sanctuary, or

without such praying as will bear to be thou<j;hl

of, the best sermons have failed to comfort

you. You durst not take comfort from them,

owing to the cutting recollection, that your

heart was far from God, or not right with God

at home. Whereas, when you have prayed

so that your sincerity and solicitude were be-

yond a doubt ; so that you could appeal to

the searcher of hearts as the witness of your

spiritual desires ; and so that it was not nn-

Uhehj that he would meet with you, and ma-

nifest himself to your soul in his house,—you

have then found that you could " take the

cup of salvation," and drink abundantly,

without fear or overwhelming shame.

Oh, why should it not be always thus with

yuo? It might be so. God is not imwilling

that you should be "joyful in the house of

prayer." lie has not made it a difficiilf thing

to rejoice before him in Zion. There is pro-

vision enough, in the unsearchable riches of

Christ, to make his people " shout aloud for

joy." And all that is wanted in order to
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bring or keep their harps from the " willows,"

is holding faith and a good conscience, by

frequent and fervent prayer for the work and

witness of the Spirit.

Happiness in the sanctuary is not, however,

the only thing which we need. As parents,

we need grace to help us to train up our chil-

dren in the nurture and admonition of the Lord.

And we feel that, if we were to forsake the

house of God, we not only could not expect

him to bless oar families, but that our exam-

ple might ruin them. So far we judge aright.

But we ought also to be intent upon deriving

such benefit fl-om divine ordinances, that our

paiental character may improve every Sabbath

in worth and weight. We ought never to

visit the house of God, without looking at our

children in the light both of time and eternity,

and praying that the means of grace may re-

vive and increase our love to their souls. We,
in fact, forget one grand part of our errand to

the gates of Zion, if we do not seek expressly

and importunately to be fitted for the duties

of home, as well as of public life. Every Sab-

bath ought to make us, and might make us,

13*
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better fathers and mothers- For it is not ne-

cessary in order to be so, that parental duties

should be often brought before us. Any sub-

ject, and every subject, which brings eternal

things to bear upon our hearts and conscien-

ces, will improve and confirm our parental

character.

Whatever truth there is in these views of

the nature and necessity of devout prepara-

tion for public worshij), is of supreme impor-

tance to all who have much to do or sufler in

the world. If your Sabbaths are not made the

most of, by being well prepared tor and well

spent, it must go very ill with your souls dur-

ing the week. The bustle and cares of life,

as you well know, have a desolating and

hardening influence upon the heart. They

sometimes almost upset the form of godliness,

as well as deaden the power of it ; and thus

throw the mind into a state of such hurry, and

confusion, and restlessness, and impatience,

that it can hardly detach itself from its busi-

ness and embarrassments. These even follow

you to the house of God, and force themselves

into your closet, and up to the sacramental

i
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table, at times. Now, if this haunting and har-

rassing influence of the world should go farther,

and get a firmer hold upon you, it may end

fatally. It has placed you already upon what

you feel to be the brink of a precipice which

makes you almost totter. The same influence

when given way to, has drowned many in per-

dition, or pierced them through with many

sorrows. Now if you would stand, you must

"take heed lest you fall." But it is not taking

sufficient " heed," merely to maintain your at-

tendance upon the sanctuary. That is, indeed,

essential to your safety ; for God will forsake

the man who forsakes his word and worship.

That man will sink as surely as if he were to

quit a ship, in the midst of the ocean. More,

however, is requisite than not " forsaking the

assembling of ourselves together" with them

who love Zion. You must strive to be " in the

Spirit on the Lord's day," if you would pass

unspotted or safely through the world during

the week. For, if you find it to be hard work

to "possess your soul in patience," or to

maintain the power of godliness, amidst the

pressure of your engagements, even in those
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weeks which are ushered in b)- refreshing Sab-

baths and enjoyed sacraments, it must be

impossible to do so when Sabbaths and sacra-

ments are not "times of refreshing from the

presence of the liord."

Men of business ! suffer the word of exhor-

tation. You know that the influence of the

world is baneful. But, do acquaint your-

selves fully with the Saviour's opinion of it.

Christ never spoke of the world to his disciples,

but with the most tremendous emphasis. Theie

is nothing in all that he said of danger from

Satan, more solemn than what he said of the

evil of the world. The prayer he offered on

Peter's behalf, when Satan desired to sift him

as wheat, has not been left on record ; whereas

the prayer against the evil influence of the

world is recorded at full length. No prayer

of Christ is so long, or more fervent. He
repeats the petition again and again, that his

disciples may be kept from " the evil."

This is not by accident. Jolm, who heard

and recorded this prayer, evidently regarded

the fact as full of special design. And that

he remembered it through life, is certain from
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the frequency and force of his protest against

the love of the world. His epistles are a

solemn commentary on the Saviour's inter-

cessory prayer. And, in the same spirit,

Paul's chief practical reason for glorying only

in the cross of Christ is assigned thus :
" by

which I am crucified unto the xoorld, and the

W07'ld unto mc."

Now, you are emphatically " in the world,"

and can only be eifectually " kept from the

evil of it," by making your Sabbaths a cloud

of glory, which shall encircle and enshrine

the whole week with the light and warmth

of devotion.



No. IX.

THE INFLUENCE OF PRAYER UPON PEACE OF

MIND UNDER THE TRIALS OF LIFE.

What an idea Paul must have had of prayer,

as an antidote to the cares of Hfe and godli-

ness, when he said to the Philippians, " be care-

ful for nothing : but in every thing, by prayer

and supplication, with thanksgiving, let your

requests be made known unto God; and the

peace of God, which passeth all understand-

ing, shall keep your hearts and minds through

Christ Jesus !" This way of disposing of our

cares and anxieties is so little understood, or

so much disliked, that we are inclined to doubt

its efficacy in our own case ; or to ask,—how

is it possible, in a world like this, to " be care-

ful for nothing ?" Our temporal cares are,

as we think, our chief hindrances in prayer.

We even turn them, at times, into excuses for
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the tieglect of prayer ; and imagine, when our

cares are many and pressing, that much prayer

cannot be expected from us. For, whatever

influence the calamities of Hfe may have in

sending us often to our knees, the cares of life

have a direct tendency to set aside, or shorten

secret prayer. Indeed, at first sight, our ordi-

nary cares do not seem, to us, to be things

which prayer can remedy ; but things which

only time and toil can remove. Accordingly,

when our temporal affairs go wrong, or our

prospects darken, without exactly overwhelm-

ing us, we naturally devote to them, not a lar-

ger measure of secret prayer, but a larger por-

tion of time and thought. It is thinking, not

praying, that seems called for, under embar-

rassment and anxiety. Under heavy calamity,

whether personal or domestic, we see, at

once, that prayer is our only resource, because

God alone can deliver us ; but when we are

merely vexed or plagued, we feel as if deli-

verance depended more upon our own good

management, or upon the conduct of others,

than upon the providence of God. Thus we

are tempted to lessen prayer, and to increase
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effort, under an idea that great effort is the

only remedy.

And, certainly, without effort, prayer will

not prove a remedy for misfortune, or embar-

rassment. He who does nothing but pray,

when the times are bad, or his affuirs trying,

will not surmount his difficulties. Prayer

will not pay debts nor maintain credit, nor

meet the emergencies of business. A man

praying, when he ought to be ivorking, is bro-

ther in impiety to the man who is working

when he ought to be praying. This conces-

sion cannot be too frankly made, nor too for-

cibly stated, by the ministers of the gospel.

It is not, however, in this way that the truly

serious are in most danger of erring. When
any thing of this kind occurs, it is always in

the case of men who never were consistent

professors of religion ; but doubtful characters,

from the first. Our error, in seasons of trial,

is, not in praying too much, but in praying too

httle, or less than usual. And this is a dan-

gerous eiror, whatever be the cause or charac-

ter of our trials. For its direct tendency is to

turn "the mighty hand of Cod" against us,
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and thus to make all that is bad in our lot

worse. Nothing, therefore, can be more un-

wise than a process which must grieve the

Holy Spirit, and make God our enemy. Now
this will be the effect of ceasing to pray, when
the troubles of life are pressing. God both

permits and sends these troubles for the ex-

press purpose of bringing us nearer to himself,

and for increasing the spirit and habit of

prayer ; and, therefore, if we allow our cares

to break up our devotional habits, and thus to

draw us away from God, we are sure to draw

down upon ourselves his displeasure, in addi-

tion to all our other trials. And, when He
takes up the rod to contend against us, who
can tell how long or severely he may employ

it ! God does not, indeed, afflict willingly,

nor grieve unnecessarily, the children ofmen ;

but he will not be neglected nor forgotten ; he

will not allow himself to be deserted with im-

punity. God acts, invariably, with an express

reference to our souls and eternity ; and, there-

fore, unless he were to abandon them to a

desolate eternity, he must multiply or prolong

our troubles, if we allow them to estrange
14

^
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our hearts and habits from the throne of

grace.

This is not the view we are apt to take of

the niatter. AVhen we are injured by treach-

ery, or wounded by unkindness ; when the

badness of the times, or the baseness of false

friends, wring our hearts, until we can think

of nothing else, we feel as if prayer, in this

state of mind, would be mere mockery of

God, and useless to ourselves. The loss, the

injury, and the wounds of the heart, which we
have sustained, are so present to our minds,

and press so upon all our feelings, and keep

up such an agitation of soul, that it seems im-

possible to pray. " What could we pray for

at such a time and in such a temper 1" In

this way we reason. Or if we do try to

pray as usual, we soon find that we cannot.

We are so haunted and harrassed by the re-

collection of our grievances, that every thing

else is almost banished from our memory. We
catch ourselves thinking of nothing else, even

when our knees are bended, and our lips

speaking before God. W^e find that, whilst

going over our usual petitions, in words, we
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have been going over, in thought, the whole

history of our injuries. " And this," we justly

say, " is not praying." We even conclude

that it. is better to keep out of our closet alto-

gether for a time, than to «nter into it with

Buch feelings uppermost in our minds.

This is the view we are inclined to take of

the matter. And, at first sight, it seems very

plausible. It manifests, however, a sad lack

ofcommon sense, as vveU as of gracious prin-

ciple, when we thus give way to such excuses.

For, what good can all our pondering upon

our losses or crosses do 1 It will not repair

the one, nor remove the other. We are, in

fict, doubling our cares, every time we go over

the iiistory of them. Whilst thus placing them

in every light, we are aggravating them. Whilst

dwelling upon them, we are embittering our

remaining comforts, and actually risking the

loss of every thing : for we may fret ourselves

into a fever or frenzy, and thus be unfitted

for all the duties and enjoyments of life.

It is upon this principle, as well as upon

higher considerations, that God forbids all undue

care. It cannot be indulged with safety to

our health of body or mind, nor with benefit
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to any of our interests. Its direct tendency

is to make all that is bad worse, and to embitter

all that is sweet in our lot. Accordingly,

we have never mended any thing that was

wrong, by vexing ourselves about it. When-
ever we have got over any grievance, it has

been by an effort to forget it, or by praying

down the memory of it. Peace and compo-

sure of mind have never been regained, until

we returned to our old devotional habits. This

return, however, does not usually take place,

until we are actually tired of brooding and

fretting over our cares. We indulge " our vex-

ation of spirit," until it work itself out by its

own violence, or is displaced by some more

absorbing subject. This, however, is not the

scriptural way of getting over the vexations

and grievances of life. Leaving them to die

a natural death is not Christian prudence.

Yielding to their distracting influence, until

we are sick of it, is not creditable to our prui-

ciples, nor to our common sense. They ought

to be met at once by prayer, and to be put

down by it. And this is not impossible, how-

ever difHcult it may seem at first sight. There

is, in fact, no case of trial, in which prayer is
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not an effectual antidote against disquietude

and corroding anxiety. " The peace of God"
can and will keep both the " heart and mind"

of those who cast all their care upon God, " by

supplication and prayer, with thanksgiving."

Nothing can resist the sweet influence of this

devotional habit.

If we doubt the truth of this, there is some

grand defect in our ideas of prayer itself, or

in cur manner of praying, in reference to cares

and vexations. Prayer, under them, must be

regulated by scriptural rules, if we would ex-

perience the benefit of it. Now, one of these

rules is, that it must be " ivilh tkanks2;ivmg.'^

If, therefore, we go to the throne of grace,

only to deplore our losses, only to unbosom

our cares, or only to make known our wants,

we have no warrant whatever to expect sup-

port or peace under them. Our " requests"

must be mingled with " thanksgiving" if we

would succeed in obtaining " grace to help in

time of need." No wonder ! for even when

our cares are heaviest, and our wants most

pressing, we have much cause for gratitude.

In general, the comforts which are left with

14*
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US are more than those which are taken away,

whether they be property, friends, or busuiess.

And even when what is left is nothing, com-

pared with what is lost, there is always some-

thing remains worthy of being gratefully ac-

knowledged. However prone, therefore, we

may be to lose, in what is lost, the recollection

and estimate of what is left, God does not

forget what is spared to us, nor forego his

claims upon our gratitude. He will be ac-

knowledged for what we have, as well as

applied to for what we want. Instead, there-

fore, of going to our closets, only to pour out

griefs before him, we ought to go also for the

express purpose of reviewing with wonder,

and recording with gratitude, every spared

comfort and continued mercy. This is an

essential part of the devotional process of

throwing off undue carefulness ; and, accord-

ingly, it is also an effectual part.

" But," it may be said, who can engage

in thanksgiving, when his heart is bleeding by

unkindness, or treachery, or bereavement?"

Why, all whose hearts have any hope of sal-

vation. Is the hope of eternal life such a trifle
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as to be unworthy of, or unfit for, a song of

praise, whenever any of the comforts of this

life are taken away 1 What a poor hold of it

we must have, if we can forget it in the day of

calamity ! What a low estimate we have form-

ed of it, if it can be insipid whenever we are

put out of the way by temporal things ! I do

not think lightly of cares or crosses, vexations

or grievances—they are hard to bear ; but

what are they, compared with the wrath and

curse of God, or with the agonies of despair ?

Any lot, out of hell, demands and deserves

our fervent gratitude ; and, where the hope of

heaven is left in the bosom, no earthly loss

can excuse silence. But, in general, how

many other comforts are left with it ! The

friends who remain true to us are more than

those who have betrayed us. Our losses have

not left us destitute. Our bereavements have

not made us homeless. If a few have wounded

our hearts, more have tried to pour balm into

them. Besides, God has never forsaken us.

God has never hurt our feelings by unkindness.

God has never betrayed our confidence. He
has been faithful, watchful, and tender, through-
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out all his dealings with us. And shall the in-

gratitude or baseness of others turn us against

him ? Shall we cease to praise the Father of

our mercies, because a fellow-creature deserves

blame 1 Shall we resent our injuries upon God,

upon the Saviour, or upon the Holy Spirit, by

neglecting them, because others have acted un-

justly towards us? The bare idea is equally

shocking and absurd.

You see, you begin to feel now, tluit ii'' after

any harrassing or unhinging event the first

thing we did was—to retire into the presence

of God, to consider, first, our untouched pro-

perty, our untouched comforts, our untouched

friends, and our untouched hopes* we could

not be so overcome as we usually have been, nor

so much put out of the way. The review of

what is left would compel thanksgiving ; and

praise would fit the mind for prayer. But if

we go into the closet choking and chafed with

the sense of injury, and looking only at the

persons who inflicted it, it is impossible to pray

at all. Our breast must be chixrcd by praise,

before it can be calmed by prayer, at such

times.
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This, however, is not the only thing neces-

sary, in order to secure peace of mind under

the trials of life. It is not every kind of pray-

ing that will meet our case. Even earnest

supplication for pity and support is not fully

to the point, when the heart is full of anger or

vexation. Indeed, in that state, it cannot be

comforted, and will not be humored ; for G od

will not countenance a bad spirit in his chil-

dren. He may not always " rebuke" a wrong

spirit in them ; but he will on'y soothe them

by subduing it. And he will teach you, as he

did Jonah, to cease from saying, " I do well

to be angry." Such being his rule in vouch-

safing support and consolation to sufferers, it

is self-evident that our prayers under the trials

of life should include

—

First. A distinct and humble acknoio-

Icdgment of God's siqweme right to j)erjJii7

these trials. Until this be confessed, it is im-

possible to pray with pleasure or advantage.

Indeed, we are not suppliants at all, but

claimants, whilst we consider it unjust or un-

kind, on the part of God, to permit these trials.

As they come from the hand of man, they may
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be flagrantly unjust ; but, as they come from

the hand of God, they cannot be even unkind

nor unnecessary. They may be wholly unde-

served by us, so far as man is concerned ; but

they are wholly deserved from God. He
might justly permit and appoint far more and

heavier trials than any we have ever experi-

enced ; for, whatever they be, "he hath not

dealt with us according to our sins, nor re-

warded us according to our iniquities^" Wcdo
not understand the evil of sin, nor the neces-

sity of holiness, if we deny or doubt this. The

punishment of sin is wrath to the uttermost

;

and, therefore, chaslisement for sin, however

severe, is, in fact, mercy.

•It is. by forgetting or overlooking this scrip-

tural view of our trials, that they so fill us with

care, and unfit us for devotion. We confine

our attention to ' them as unmerited injuries

from the hand of man, instead of regarding

them also as merited chastisements from the

hand of God. Accordingly, we cannot pray

whilst we take this partial view of thOni. Eal \vc

can pray, even when they press heaviest, if we

are prepared to confess that we ihscn'e them
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all and more, from God. This confession is

itself, the best kind of prayer in times of trial.

In fact no other kind of prayer vvill be of any

use, until we fully acknowledge before God

that his judgments are just. Whoever, there-

fore, would regain peace of mind, or get over

the unhappy and unholy feelings created by

cares and vexations, must make up his mind

to go fully into the duty of confession, how-

ever painful or mortifying it may seem to him

at first. It will amply repay him ! He will

feel himself a new man, from the moment he

has humbly bowed to the sentence of God.

The act of humiliation will pluck from his

bosom the canker of pride, and thus make

room again for the peace of God.

Secondly. Our prayers under the trials

of life, must include a distinct acknoivledg-

ment of the ivisdom and kindness of God. It

is both wise and kind, as well as just, on the

part of God, to try the faith and patience of

believers. For how else could we fully ascer-

tain the sincerity of our faith or love ? We
often doubt it, and pray that God would put

it beyond all doubt. Now, the ordinary trials
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of life are the best tests of our sincerity : far

better than extraordinary calamities are. Un-

der heavy calamities we miist submit, because

we cannot resist. They also break down or

soften the spirit so that it is difficult to decide

whether our feelings, under them, are from

the weakness of nature, or the strength of grace.

Whereas the trials which leave us in full pos-

session of all our faculties, and with some op-

portunities of surmounting them, prove what

our principles are and can bear. When there-

fore we do not, and dare not quit the narrow

way, even when it is thorny and rugged, our

sincerity is demonstrated to ourselves and

others. And it is oelightful to feel that, though

disconcerted and somewhat discouraged, the

Saviour is dearer to us than any thing we have

lost. Then the soul gets a clear sight of its

own principles, as John did when he said,

"this is the victory which overcometh the

world, even our faith." Now if it be wise to

bring us thus fully to the point, it must be

kind to employ means which do it efTcctually.

In praying, therefore, under them, this must

be acknowledged before God. And the way
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to bring out the acknowledgment is to press

home upon ourselves the questions—Which is

better, to be uncertain of the reality of my
faith, or to be sure of it ? To know that my
heart is right with God, or to be in perpetual

doubt of it t To feel sure that I am won to

the cross by the worth of salvation, and not

bribed to it by the comforts of life ? Such
questions search the heart and the reins. They
throw us upon the meanins; of our professions

of faith and love. We have often said with

Paul, "yea, doubtless, I count all things but

loss that I may be found in Christ ;" and this

is easily said, when we are losing nothing. Ac-
cordingly it is doubtful, and not " doubtless,"

in our case, until we have " suffered the loss"

of something, without shrinking from Christ.

Paul had suffered the loss of " all things,"

when he avowed his adherence to the Saviour
;

and, therefore, all things in his lot, and con-

duct, and temper, echoed back his " doubtless."

To pray in the spirit thus characterized and

commended, is not, indeed, easy. It is almost

impossible at first, or by a direct effort. Such
submission and gratitude, under vexing and

15
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wasting cares, can only be acquired by concen-

trating our prayers, for a time, upon our eternal

interests. They must be all in all, before our

temporal interests can be seen in their true

light. The -temporal will seem unduly im-

portant, until the eternal appear as they are

—

infinitelv important ! No one can calmly lose

this world's goods, or keep a loose hold of

them, who has not a firm hold upon the glories

of the world to come. His efforts to reason

down, or pray down, disquietude, will defeat

themselves, until he "can read," or deter-

mines to read,

" His title clear,

To mansions in the skies."

It was only when Paul looked at the things

which were unseen and eternal, that he was

able to counterbalance the weight of the

things which were seen and temporal. And

this maxim is as necessary in our case, how-

ever much less than his our trials may be.

Are you then safe for eternity ? Are you

sure of your personal interest in Christ and

heaven? If not, let all your thoughts and

prayers centre upon the settlement, the imme-
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diate and perfect settlement, of this chief

point. This process will soon place temporal

things before you, as they appear to a dying

man. It is not by an effort that he forgets

them—but by the influence of an opening

eternity. Dwell, therefore, on the sides, of

eternity, with the question, "Am I safe ?" un-

til you can answer it before God and man, on

scriptural grounds. Thus prayer will produce

peace, even in your case.*

* See " Eternity Realized, or A Guide to the

Thoughtful ;" the third volume of the Author's Guides.



No. X.

THE saviour's DEVOTIONAL HABITS.

" Jesus went up into a mountain :" for what

purpose? To view the Judcan hindscape,

while the setting sun was flushing the lake of

Gennesaret, and flinging his yellow radiance

over the adjacent wilderness ?—No.
'' When the evening was come, Jesus was

there a/o?te." Why?—That he might watch

the rising of the evening star, and mark the

lamps of heaven kindling in clusters and con-

stellations throughout the hemisphere? No.

Did he, then, ascend the mountain to enjoy

repose ? The Saviour needed rest at the time,

for he had spent the day in healing the sick

and feeding the hungry, under a scorching

sun, and amidst a crowding multitude. But

it was not for rest that he retired : " He went

up to a mountain apart to jrray.'^ Was this

devotional exercise less sublime than gazing on
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the gilded landscape and the glowing firma-

ment 1 Those who ascend mountains, volun-

tarily and alone, do so, in general, to indulge

poetic or scientific taste ; to command the pros-

pect, and to commune with nature in silence

and solitude. Jesus ascended to pray ; and by

prayer, to commune with God : a nobler com-

munion than poets or philosophers ever had

with nature, in her majestic or lovely scenes.

And yet, how few are alive to the sublimity of

devotional solitude ! Praying in secret to the

Father who seeth in secret, is an exercise equally

solemn and august; but how little interest it

excites to say of a man, he is alone praying !

Tell men of taste, that their tavorite poet

is alone amidst the scenery of the lakes or the

Grampians ; alone on the Alps or the Andes
;

alone in the Coliseum of Rome, or amidst

the Pyramids of Egypt ; and immediately his

admirers will realize his emotions, and dwell

with him in spirit, amidst clouds and cataracts,

rocks and ruins, and feel as if he were more

than mortal. But tell them that he is alone

praying ; and that moment the charm will be

dissolved, and the man pitied as insane, or

15*
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despised as fanatical. So lightly is devotional

solitude esteemed

!

Tell scientific men, that the first astronomer

of the age is alone in the chief observatory in

the world, with the most powerful telescopes

ever lifted to the heavens ; and all kindred

minds will at once kindle in prospect of his

discoveries. The silence and solitude of his

post are held sublime, and felt to be in harmony

with the silent sweep of the celestial orbs, and

the music of the spheres. But tell his admir-

ers, that he often pauses, amidst the roll and

radiance of the heavenly bodies, to pray ; and

although one of their own poets has said that

" An undcvout astronomer is mad,"

his devotion will be esteemed madness or

weakness.

"The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,

Doth glance from heaven to earth from earth to heaven,"

and is almost adored ; but the penitent's eyes,

swimming in tears of contrition, and hardly

daring to look up, even when alone before

God, are despised by the generality of man-

kind. But " a broken and a contrite heart, O
God, thou wilt not despise." The astronomer
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tracing the stars in their courses, and tracking

the devious comet in its flight, is held to be a

star of the first magnitude in the mental sys-

tem—strong in understanding, and lofty in

genius. But the Christian, retired to pray, is

held to be almost mean-spirited. And yet

—

he lifts his adoring eyes to a heaven, of which

the incarnate "brightness of the Father's

glory" is both " the morning star" and " the

sun of righteousness ;" and in his light sees the

landscape of eternity illuminated—the valley

of the shadow of death, irradiated with the Di-

vine presence, and all the intermediate track

of time basking under the eye of Providence.

Often, when alone praying, he finds his closet

the very gate of heaven, and feels as if" open

vision" would follow his intimate communion

with God and the Lamb. Whatever, there-

fore, may be thought or said, by taste, science,

or ignorance, of going apart and being alone

to pray, devotional solitude is often exhilarat-

ing, and always soothing.

It is commended by the high example, and

commanded by the high authority, of the

Saviour

—
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" Cold mountains, and the midnight air,-

Witnessed the fervor of his prayer."

His example does not, of course, enforce an

ascent to a mountain in order to pray. He
went up into a mountain from necessity—not

from choice ; because, as the Son of Man, he

had not where to lay his head; no home pr

closet. To those who have both, his command

is, " Enter into thy closet." And we learn,

from his example, that inconvenience must

not prevent secret prayer. Here was the Sa-

viour upon a lonely mountain—exposed to the

cold winds and dews of the night—the ground

damp beneath his knees, and the air chill around

him ; and yet he prayed—prayed long -, the

morning star often finding him where the even-

ing star had left him. We have not such

inconveniences to surmount. What is a cold

room in winter, or a close room in summer,

compared to the hoary side of a bleak and

dreary mountain at midnight ? And yet, how
often are cold and heat allowed to hinder or

hurry over secret prayer? Let sloth look to

the Saviour's retirement, and blush ! God
might have enjoined us to ascend such a
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mountain whenever we prayed ; and if he had

commanded it, the duty would have been in-

dispensable : but, in tender accommodation to

our comfort, he has granted us, what he with-

held from his incarnate Son—a house ; and

says, " Enter into thy closet."

The Saviour's example proves that the fa-

tigue of labor must not prevent secret prayer.

He had spent the day until the evening in

active exertion amongst the multitude that

followed him into the wilderness. During all

the time he had been under a burning sun in

a sandy desart, and had afterwards to ascend

the mountain alone. And there—neither

shelter nor refreshment awaited him ; but, al-

though thus exhausted and exposed, he closed

the labors of the day by prayer. Now, his

example ought to have all the authority of a

law—all the influence of a charm upon his dis-

ciples. We do not come home more fatigued

than he wns. He had no house—no domestic

comforts— neither shelter nor pillow for his

sacred head ; and yet he went apart to pray.

He will remind the prayerless of this fact.

The Saviour's example proves thateven deeds
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of charity and great exertions for the poor and

afflicted, must not set aside secret prayer. He
closed a day of mighty effort on behalf of suf-

fering humanity, by going apart to pray. And

surely if serving others -must not prevent devo-

tional solitude, serving ourselves must not be

allowed to do so : if acts of charity will not

excuse neglect, the labors of industry cannot

:

if giving money to the poor be no plea for the

omission of prayer, making money is not a

valid one. Accordingly, while " diligence in

business" is expressly enjoined, " fervency of

spirit" in prayer, rests upon th^ same high and

unalterable authority. Pray or perish is the

alternative set before us in the gospel.

The Saviour's example proves that no

strength of character or of grace can render

devotional solitude unnecessary. He who had

the Spirit without measure—who knew no

sin—who was full of grace, and in whom Satan

could find nothing to work upon—He went

apart to pray. He held n' ither the fulness of

his Godhead, nor the perfection of his huma-

nity, as a reason for restraining prayer. And

surely nothing that we have " attained" can
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render us independent of secret devotion

!

" The servant is not greater than his Lord."

If, therefore, Satan, or sloth, or pride, say we

may do with less prayer than at first, let us

hear the insinuation as we should the asser-

tion that we can do with less glorying in the

Cross than we began v/ith.

But here an important question forces itself

upon the mind—Why did the Saviour pray 1

He did pray often and fervently ; and the fact

has been perverted into an argument against

his proper divinity. But remember what he

prayed for : it was chiefly for others ; and

when it was for himself, never for ability to

5ai,e—never for virtue to give efficacy to his

atonement—never for strength to redeem. No
all his petitions in his own behalf were for

the helps required by his human nature. He

could, indeed, have drawn on the resources of

his own personal Godhead : but it was neces-

sary that the co-operation of the Father in the

work ofredemption should appear ; and, there-

fore, all the dependence of his humanity was

thrown on the Father's good will : and thus

prayer was rendered both necessary and
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proper. Besides, secret devotion is more than

prayer : it is also communion with God. Now,

what is more natural, and consistent, and be-

coming, than that the Son should retire to

commune with the Father ? For, having dwelt

in his bosom from eternity, it might be expected

that he would maintain the original intimacy,

both for its own sake, and that it might be

known that neither distance nor incarnation

had interrupted their fellowship. Instead,

therefore, of derogating from his divinity, such

prayer harmonizes with the highest ideas of

godhead—being in fact a specimen of its devout

communion. Besides, in praying as in all

practical duty, the Saviour was acting as the

example of his followers. He had taught his

disciples to pray ; and he illustrated and en-

forced the lesson by his own devotiona;l habits :

and if it was worthy of his divinity to incul-

cate devotion, it could not be unworthy of him

lo exemplify it. " When he putteth forth his

own sheep he goetli before them :" he sent

them into secret to pray, and he himself went

apart to pray.

The Saviour consulted our interest as well
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as his Father's glory when he enjoined devo-

tional solitude upon his disciples. For, in the

best frame of mind, a Christian requires to be

alone at times. The privacy of the domestic

altar is not sufficiently «' apart," when the heart

is full and overflowing with adoring and melt-

ing views of sovereign and free grace. The full-

souled exclamation, " Why me, Lord !" with

its tones and tears, is fit only for the ear of God.
And when the witness of the Spirit is strong,

and the seal of the Spirit bright ; when the

soul is borne away amongst " the deep things

of God," and the dazzling scenes of eternity

—

we must be alone, or lose one half of the en-

joyment. Even a family, however endeared,

would be a check, at these sacred moments, on
the full flow of devotional feeling, and on the

flush of a hope full of imraortahty. Solitude

is the real element of these raptures. But
then—the Christian is not alone : the mount
of communion is covered with " horses of fire,

and chariots of fire." He is alone " with

an innumerable company of angels, and with

the spirits ofjust men made perfect."

Solitude is also peculiarly suitable to the

16
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worst frames of a Christian's mind. The tones

and terms in which backsliding, or indeed any

sin, can be deplored in the domestic or social

circle, are both too general and tame for the

emotions of a contrite spirit. David was alone

when he said, " I have gone astray like a lost

sheep." Asaph was alone when he said,

" I was as a beast before thee."^ Ephraim

was alone when he smote upon his thigh and

acknowledged thathe had been as "a bullock

unaccustomed to the yoke." And our secret

sorrows and shame are not fit even for the ear

of our families. They might be misunderstood

and misinterpreted by others : whereas, He
who beareth in secret can heal in secret. And

what a .-uiictnaiy is solitude for the expression

of all those feelings which, even at home, can

only be breathed in general and gentle terms !

It will not do to utter before our families all

our fears of death, nor all our anxieties for

them. It will not do to unburthen and un-

bosom all the heart to any one but God. God

seeth and heareth in secret. What a mercy !

What a wise and kind arrangement !
" It is

good for me to draw nigh unto God," alone !



No. XL

COMMUNION WITH GOD IN AFFLICTION.

Whilst it is still true that " through much
tribulation we must enter into the kingdom
of God," it is, happily, our lot to live at a

time, and in a place, free from the fiery trial

of persecution and martyrdom. Neither bonds

nor imprisonments await us in the service of

God. Our property is safe and our good

name hardly in- danger. "Cruel mockings,"

for righteousness' sake, do not come from the

public voice now ; and " scourgings," for the

sake of Christ, would be denounced even by

the enemies of the cross of Christ.

This happy change in the public mind and

manners demands our grateful acknowledg-

ment. For if we are at times staggered

and almost overwhelmed by the ordinary
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trials of life, what would be the effect of such

fiery trials as the fiirst Christians had to en-

dure ] If we call, and feel our heaviest trou-

bles to be, ^.furnace, what should we have

thought of the Babylonian furnace and the

flames of martyrdom l If we shrink from a

sneer or sarcasm, now that it is no longer

backed by the sword, how should we have

acted when it was the signal for guards to

arrest, or for the rabble to stone. Christians 1

These are not the trials of our times. It was,

however, to such trials, chiefly, that the great-

est of the " great and precious promises"

refer. It is not exactly of chronic nor acute

diseases of the body, that the Saviour and

the apostles speak when they comfort the

church under her manifold afflictions. It was

not over sick-beds by name, nor over mere

death-beds by name, that they opened the

visions of all-suflrcient grace, and of an eter-

nal weight of glory ; but over racks, and

scaffolds, and dungeons.

These facts are startling at first sight

!

They are, however, facts ; and, therefore,

should neither be concealed nor overlooked.
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We, indeed, have formed the habit of apply-

ing any promise of grace or strength to any

trial whatever. We do not hesitate to draw

as freely upon the "strong consolation" of

the well-ordered covenant, \vhen in sickness

or pain, as the martyrs did when they were

imprisoned and impaled. With not a tithe of

their sufferings we lay claim to all their sup-

ports—^so far as these were derived from the

promises.

Now, it is not to dispute the propriety of

this conduct that I place it in this light. It

is highly proper that all suffering Christians,

whatever be the kind or degree of their trials,

should take to themselves all the consolation

which is to be found in the word of God. It

is, however, equally proper that they should

clearly understand their warrant and welcome

to do so. For, it is not right because they

do so ; but because God alloivs it to be done.

It will, therefore, be best done by those who
understand best the divine warrant for com-

forting themselves with the great and precious

promises.

Look, then, at the facts of the case. These
16*
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promisee were made, in the first instance, to

Christians whose lives, property, and reputa-

tion, were in constant peril because of their

adherence to Christ. And yet these very

promises you apply in your own case, under

the natural diseases and decay, of the body

;

under the losses and crosses incident to the

ordinary business of life ; under the vexations

and sorrows inseparable from all human
affairs. Now, where and what is your war-

rant for this appropriation of comforts which

belonged, originally, to sufferers who were

"a spectacle to the world and to angels?"

What right have you to draw from the

sacred fountains which Avere opened to re-

fresh martyrs and confessors ? Is it the

lunacy of self-love that has betrayed you into

a false estimate of your own importance?

Or, is it the love of God that has made " all

the promises, yea and amen, in Christ Jesus,"

to all who love the Lord Jesus in sincerity,

whatever be the kind or the degree of their

afflictions ?

This is the fact. Accordingly there is not

one well-ordered covenant for slight sufferers

;
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and another better-ordered covenant for great

sufferers ; but one " ordered in all things

and sure," for both alike. For, however the

Spirit of God may have applied these strong

consolations more sensibly and fully to the

hearts of the martyrs, than he does r.ov to

our hearts, it was these consolations that he

did apply. As it is the same pole-star in

calm and in storm, on a wreck and in a new

ship, that the seaman steers his course by^-

so it is the same light which shines from the

promises upon all the afflicted children of

God, whatever be the difference of their afflic-

tions. " fVere it not so, I would have told

you," is an expression of the Saviour's, which

may well and safely be applied here. Indeed,

" were it not so," another covenant, or an

alteration of " the new covenant," would and

must have been introduced when persecution

was withdrawn. But the consolations were

not changed when the sufferings were changed.

The scaffolds are fallen, but the covenant

standeth fast ; the sword is sheathed, but

the balm of Gilead is undiminished ; the flames

are quenched, but the prospects of future
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glory remain undiminished. These assertions

require to be proved by facts and confirmed

by reasons. Now, it is the fact

—

1. That behevers sustain the same relation

to God that the martyrs did. Christians did

not cease to be the sons and daughters of the

Lord God Almighty, when they ceased to be

the victims of persecution. Adoption remains

the same under our " vine and fig tree," where

none dare to make us afraid, as under the cross,

the stake, or the axe of martyrdom. All who

love the Saviour are as much the children of

God as the noble army of martyrs.

This is true even when we are not suffering

under the mighty hand of God ; and surely

it does not become untrue when we are under

the rod. Chastisement is itself a proof of

sonship. " If ye endure chastisement^" says

Paul, " God dealeih with you as u'ith sons."

Here, then, is the first ground which you

should take in order to communion with God,

when his fatherly hand presses heavily upon

your spirits. Its pressure does not disprove

your sonship. Even its long continuance

does not render your adoption doubtful.
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God does not cast off when he casts down.

For wise and gracious purposes he impo-

verishes many of the children, and chastises

them all ; but he never disinherits any of

them. They may think, and even say, in the

day of calamity, "surely, God would not

put such a bitter cup into my hand, if I were a

child of his : surely, he would not contend so

long and sharply if he had put me amongst his

children!" But all this is a mistake. The

argument should run just the other way. The

reverse is the truth, however difficult it may be

to believe so at first. It is difficult, I readily

grant. But, look again, and more fully, at

your own case. Before this heavy trial came

upon you, you ventured to hope that you were

a child of God. Why ? Your freedom from

this afiiiction was no proof nor mark of son-

ship. Neither the ease, nor the comfort, of

your former circumstances, gave you any

right or reason for cherishing the hope of

adoption. Accordingly, you did not think then

that they did. Ptemember; any hope you

ventured to take up then, was founded entirely

upon the work of Christ and the word of God.
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And had any one asserted or ins inuated, at that

time, that you were grounding the hope of

sonsbip upon your temporal circumstances,

you would have disclaimed, with warmth, the

unworthy imputation, and affirmed that Christ

was " all in all" in your hope. Well ; if easy

circumstances had, thus, nothing to do with the

spirit of adoption when you began to enjoy it

—

what have irf/in"- circumstances todowilhit]

It does not belong to prosperity, as such ; nor

to adversity, as such. It is the fruit of faith in

the atonement ; and the atonement is not

altered in its essence or aspect, however the

aspect of Providence may be changed. All

your real ground for considering God as your

Father, and for pouring out your heart to

him, remains, therefore, the same as ever.

Or, if there be any alteration in it, it is for the

beller ; for you are vvarranted to put an inter-

pr( tation upon your adversity, which prosperity

will not often bear; The trials of believers are

declared, by God, to be proofs of sonship ; but

their worldly prosperity is never explained in

this way. It is the fact

—
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2. That the present sufferings of believers

are sent for the same moral purpose as the per-

secution of the martys was permitted—by God.

Now, as far as that moral purpose terminated

in thertiselves, it was, that " ihey might be

partakers of his holiness,'''' and thus conformed

to the image of his. Son. And as this is the

grand and final purpose of God, in the case of

all his children, he has left open to them all, the

same " wells of salvation" that he laid open to

the first believers. It is, therefore, because

God is pursuing the same end, now, as then,

that he continues to us all the original motives

to holiness. It was endeared to martyrs and

confessors by the hope of eternal life—by the

promise of sufficient grace—by the witness of

the Spirit—and by the special presence of God.

Without these, even their trials would not

have produced true holiness. Neither racks

nor flames would have purified their hearts,

apart from the consolations of the gospel.

It is not, therefore, entirely wonderful, that

all the promises remain, and hold equally good,

in our case. They are wanted—they are in-
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dispensably necessary, if we are to be made

partakers of the divine holiness. Nothing else,

and nothing less, than the " good hope through

grace," granted to the first believers, is suffi-

cient to sanctify present or future believers.

For sanctification is not the effect of affliction,

any furtjier than aflliction sends us to the

Word and Spirit of God. Indeed, affliction

itself requires to be sanctified ; for its natural

influence, and inevitable consequence, when

unaccompanied by the mighty working of the

eternal Spirit, are, to harden the heart. " Why
should ye be stricken any morel" said Is^aiah,

to the Jewish church, when they had vexed

and grieved the Holy Spirit :
" rje will only

rebel more and more."

Here, then, is another ground upon which

communion with God may be renewed in

your case. And it is as solid as holiness is

essential. Now, you know and believe that

without holiness no man shall see the Lord.

And you fed that the strokes of his Provi-

dence are destroying both the power and the

love of sin. You may be unhinged, and

agitated, and almost overwhelmed, by your
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trials ; but they are not strengthening your

besetting sin, nor lessening your hatred or

fear of any sin. Whatever else be their effect

upon you, they are not softening the aspect

of evil, nor increasing your love to the w^orld.

The reverse is their effect. The world seems

to you a poor portion for your immortal soul
;

and all sin is more than ever hateful. And

are you afraid to pray ? Do you doubt the

paternal aspect of your chastisement 1 What

!

holiness advancing—and you doubting your

sonship ? Sin abhorrent—and you unchris-

tianizing yourself? Why, if any thing be

certain, it is that a soul dying to the world

and sin is alive unto God. " In this the

childi'en of God are manifest."

Consider ! The salutary effect ofyour trials,

in thus setting your heart against all that is

hateful to God, proves far more in favor of

your interest in the love of God, than your

trials prove against it. You say, that you

cannot reconcile them with an interest in the

love of God. I say— that you cannot reconcile

their holy influence with any suspiciori of the

hatred of God. But, what is my opinion on
17
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this subject? God himself says, that"ti7iom

He loveth He chasteneth, and scourgeth every

son tohom He receiveth." Mark : he does not

say that whom he loveth—he prospereth in

the world ; but whom he chasteneth. If,

then, your afflictions are producing the same

holy effect as those promoted in the martyrs,

by " great tribulation," you are as much war-

ranted, as they were, to regard God as your

God for ever and ever, and to calculate upon

Him being your guide until death.

Now, it is by believing this that you must

regain your composure and freedom in prayer.

You cannot regain them in any other way.

For when the spirit of prayer is lost, under

the mysterious dispensations of Providence, it

can only be recovered by turning to the mys-

tery of grace. And, according to that, things

are never wrong, nor going wrong, with the

soul, when the work of sanctijication is going

on. Now, it is not going back, because you

are less composed, and more shaken than

usual. Composure is, iiideed, a good thing

in its proper place, and a good sign under

certain circumstances :—but there is some-
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thing better, both as a sensation and a sign

;

and that is—a heart agitated and agonized by

a sense of the evil of sin. For many things

may produce a tranquil mind ; whereas it is

only the Spirit of God that can create loath-

ing and detestation against sin. Whoever,

therefore, feels this, need not be afraid to

commune with God as his own Father. In-

deed, this itself is communion, or fellowship,

in the very feelings which are the glory of his

character—his love of holiness, and his hatred

of sin. It is also the fact

—

3. That nothing less than the hope of the

glory which is to be revealed, can reconcile or

soothe the mind, even under the present trials

of life and godliness. A hope full of immor-

tality is as much wanted in a sick chamber, as

it was in a Roman prison ] in poverty, as in

spoliation ; in the loss of relations by death,

as in their loss by martrydom. Perhaps more

so, in one sense : for, in solitary or obscure

affliction, there is no appeal made to our

passions or senses ; whereas, martydom, by

its publicity and splendor, was calculated

to inspire no small share of the fortitude it
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cjillcd for. But, however this may be, one

thing is certain,—that afflictions have not a

sanctifying influence, nor are they well sus-

tained, where there- is not a well-founded

hope of heaven. However strange it may be,

therefore, in theory, that our inferior suffer-

ings should have, or require, all the great

and precious promises which were made
to the first Christians, it is only the sober

fact—that we do require them all, in order

to possess our souls in patience. The pros-

pect of heaven is not too bright, nor the

consolation that is in Christ too strong,

even in the day of our calamity. . Whatever,

therefore, might be theoretically argued,

to prove that less ought to suffice, now

that there is far less to suffer, the fact is

that less does not suffice. All experience

demonstrates that there is neither true -holi-

ness nor happiness, under calamity, but where

there is a good hope, through grace, of an

eternal weight of glory. Now, this is the

hope which must inspire and susfrvin cn.-.-

inunion with God in the furnace. This hope

must be in the midst cf every furnace of
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affliction, as the Sou of God was in the Baby-

lonian furnace, if, hke the three Hebrews, we

would be free or unhurt. Our own reasonings

against impatience, and the remonstrances of

others against it, will not prevent nor suppress

impatience. It has but one effectual antidote

—the hope of eternal life. The prospect of

better days, and better things, in this life, is

not indeed, without its influence ; but it is

not in praying for them, that the soul gets

into communion with God. It is in praying

for meetness for the inheritance of the saints

in light, that we obtain true and transporting

fellowship with him.

17*



No. XII.

SACRAMENTAL COMMUNION WITH GOD. AND

THE LAMB.

It is pleasing to remember how many, in

all ages of the Christian church, have cele-

brated the death of the Saviour^ at the sacra-

mental table. That has never, indeed, been

a crowded table, where the guests have been

required to wear the " wedding garment ;" but

neither has it ever been a forsaken table,

some were always as constant at the sacra-

mental supper on earth, as they are now at

" the marriage supper of the Lamb" in hea-

ven. Many of them commemorated his death

at the risk of their own lives. The mountain

tops were not too cold, nor the caves of the

wilderness too damp, nor the tombs, at mid-

night, too dreary, for the first Christians,
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when persecution drove them tp secret sacra-

ments. They loved their Lord ; and, there-

fore, testified their attachment to him at all

hazards, and under all hardships.

Such veere the primitive believers'. The

world then thought them fools ; but, now,

even the world itself applauds their heroism ;

and remembers them more thian it does the

guests who sat at the banqueting tables of

the Belshazzars and Caesars of antiquity. It

is pleasing to remember also, that there are

now sacramental tables in many nations,

where there was only " the table of devils"

then. When the first sacraments were cele-

brating in Judea and Greece, human sacri-

fices w-ere prevalent and popular in Britian.

Hallowed be the day, when the first Christian

sacrament was administered in the land of

our fathers ! Its date is unknown ; its

place, unmarked ;
" its form, uncertain ; but

its '' sweet influences " have been incalculable.

It was the " olive leaf," (whoever was the

dov© that brought it) which proved that the

flood of Druidism was subsiding.

It is pleasing to remember also, that even
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since we became communicants there are

many sacramental tables, where there was

only the table of devils when we were born.

There is now one in China—a few in India

—

and many in Africa and the South Sea Is-

lands. And still they are multiplying. They

will become as general as the domestic table

of families ; until all on earth vie with all in

heaven, in " shewing the Lord's death until

he come."

By thus remembering " the dead in Christ,"

and anticipating the unborn who shall be

given to Christ, we forget, in some measure,

or rather get above, our oivn fears and trials.

We thus feel ourselves to be a part of an im-

mense army—the first companies of which

are already crowned with victory ; and the

last sure to be more than conquerors, by the

blood of the Lamb. This identification is as

useful as it is sublime.

When a Christian thinks only of himself,

and for himself, he is easily discouraged, and

feels, at times, ready to sink. But when he

realizes himself as one of God's family, and

as one of Christ's flock, and remembers how
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many are arrived at the kingdom in safety,

and how many are. with him in the wilderness,

—he sees and. feels that he, too, may over-

come. Whilst he looks only at himself, he

can hardly conceive how everlasting wings

should be over him, nor how he should be wel-

come to take shelter under them. But when

he pauses to observe how many they shelter,

and how . widely they are expanded, he is en-

couraged to creep under their shadow.

When he thinks only of himself, he can

hardly see how the Saviour can take any

lively or constant interest in him ; nor how
the Holy Spirit can bear with his infirmilies :

but when he pauses to consider, that the

Great Shepherd's flock is too large to be for-

saken by a good Shepherd, or by a Spirit who

is " the Comforter," he feels that, although

the weakest of the lambs of that flock, he

may yet share in its Shepherd's tenderness,

and venture into all its green pastures, and

up to all its still waters, in company.

^.Vhen he looks only at his own trials, he

can hardly see how a special Providence

should take up his case, or hold up his
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goings ; but when he pauses to consider how

many have been guarded and guided, and

how many need as much guidance and guard-

ianship as himself,—they are both so many,

that he feels, through all his soul, that the

God of love is not likely to leave nor forsake

them ; and thus he, too, ventures to cast all

his care upon a wise and watchful Providence.

It is thus also that he is encouraged, at

times, to venture to the Lord's table. His

own sense of unfitness^ and imuorthiness

would keep him away, did not others, who

confess the same, continue to come. Not that

he gets over his fears by considering himself

as good as others ; but he sees that the best

of others have had similar fears ; and that,

if they had yielded to them, they could never

have become such exemplary Christians. He
sees that there has been an intimate and in-

separable connection between their growth in

grace and their adherence to the sacrament.

Nor can he overlook or forget the fact, that

all that was bad has become worse, in the

case of those who have given up sacraments.

And thus these examples bring him to the

point :
" I may become," he says, " an apos-
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tate, by keeping away ! I may be established,

strengthened, and settled, by keeping the feast."

These are not, indeed, the highest motives

for adhering to the sacramental table ; but

they are legitimate and powerful motives. So

also is the consideration that your absence

may injure or pain others. For, by not com-

muning with your brethren, you may prevent

or mar their communion with God. Some of

them are sure to miss you, and almost as sure

to be affected by it. Those, especially, who

encouraged and welcomed you to the sacra-

ment, and those also whom you may have en-

couraged and welcomed to it, cannot but

wonder at your absence. They ought, indeed,

to be better employed, than in thinking of an

absent friend. The " Remembrance" of the

Saviour ought to engross and absorb their

whole soul. You feel and confess this. Do
not, then divide or divert their hearts from

Him, by deserting them. Remember, how

you would have felt, had you missed them,

when you began to communicate ! And as

their presence has often encouraged you, let

your presence encourage them.
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There is more connection between this ten-

der regard to the feelings of others, and com-

munion with God, than seems generally

understood. Many appear to imagine, that

it is of little consequence how they feel to-

wards their brethren, at the sacrament, if they

are not at open variance with them. That,

it is generally acknowledged, is incompatible

with communion with God. And, whether

acknowledged or not, it is found to be bo,

both by offenders and the offended. Neither

find much comfort or benefit at the Lord's

table, whilst breaches or heart-burnings are

unhealed. This loss of enjoyment is not, how-

ever, confined to alienated brethren. It is

sustained- by indifferent brethren also ; and

in a degree that ought to startle them, even

if they -are unconscious of any studied indif-

ference. For the sacrament is as much

intended to promote the fellowship of the

mertibers with each other, as the fellowship

of the body with the head. Indeed, the

unbroken bread is as truly and intentionally

an emblem of a united church, as the broken

bread is of the crucified Saviour. It is not
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enough^ therefore, to remember the Saviour,

when we approach his table. He of course,

should be the supreme object of our attention

;

but not to the exclusion of his people. A
kind look or thought towards them, will not

displease him, nor distract us. He is not

jealous of brotherly love.

-. We mistake sadly, yvhen we imagine that

we cannot afford to think at all of the church,

whilst we are at the sacrament. It is quite

true, that we have each so much to think of

in our own case, that it seems more than

enough, at that time. Our own hearts are

so unmanageable, that any concern for others

appears both impossible and out of place,

when we are trying to commune with the

Saviour for ourselves. But, what if a mo-

mentary identification of ourselves with our

brethren should be the best way of getting

into communion with the Saviour himself?

—

what if he who is " not ashamed to call them

his brethren," hide his face from us, until we

from the heart acknowledge them as our

brethren 1 This is not unlikely. Paul evi-

dently held it to be certain, that, apart from
18
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being " rooted and grounded" in mutual love,

believers could not " comprehend the heights,

and depths, and lengths, and breadths, of the

love of Christ." Now these are

" The sweet wonders of the cross,"

that we desire to comprehend at the sacra-

ment. But, apart from cherishing unfeigned

love to the brethren, we are not warranted to

expect any enrapturing or realizing manifes-

tation of them. For, do remember,— it is as

much in connection with loving one another,

as with loving himself, that the Saviour

promises to " manifest" himself to his disci-

ples.

" This is the law of the house." And it is

as reasonable as it is authoritative. You may

have overlooked it hitherto, or not weighed it

duly. But it is intimately connected with all

the enjoyment which the sacrament is intend-

ed to promote. And if you have wondered

and wept, because yoj have often missed en-

joyment at the sacrament, it is high time for

you to search out the secret causes of your

disappointment.
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Now, whatever other causes may have led

to the loss of sacramental enjoyment, the want

of a really " right sphit" towards your breth-

ren is one cause of it. You may not, indeed,

have behaved ill, nor carried yourself haugh-

tily towards any of them. No one may have

any just reason to complain of your conduct

or spirit, as a communicant. You may be

able even to appeal to all the church, and to

the omniscience of its Head, that you injure

no one, and despise no one. But, whilst all

this is very creditable to you, and more than

many can say for themselves, it is not all that

devolves on you, even if you can add to it,

that you never refuse to help the poor of the

flock. All this may be done, without " cha-

rity." • 1 Cor. xiii. '6. The real question to

meet, is. Do you love the brethren, for the

truth's sake which dwelleth in them, and be-

cause they are your brethren in Christ ? This

is the grand apostolic reason for mutual lo\ie

in the church. But if you love only a few,

who happen to please you ; and them, chiefly

for what they are to you, rather than for

what they are to Christ, you overlook this
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reason, and make yourself the centre of your

affections. You may not intend to do this
;

but it comes to this, if you care Utile or

nothing about tlio^e who are not your personal

friends. You ought, indeed, to love them

M'ho love you ; but you are equally bound to

love all who love the Saviour.

It will not do, in answer to this, to say,

that you stand in doubt of some of your fel-

low-members. That maybe your.own fault,

in regard to some of them. They may be as

worthy as yourself, if you knew them as well.

And, in the case of those who are justly

doubted, it is your duty to be faithful to them.

If you know, to a certainty, that any nominal

brother is an immoral man, you are as nmch

bound to reprove him, and to bring the matter

to an issue, as he is bound to reform.

It is not necessary, however, to go into ex-

treme cases. It is not from them, that the

neglect of brotherly love springs chiefly ; but

from our own inattention to the law of that

love. Now, it is exceeding broad ! It em-

braces all the personal friends of the Saviour,

just because they are his friends. You are
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bound to love them, because he has loved

them, even as He has loved us ; and because

they love him as sincerely as we do. Accord-

ingly we should feel and admit the force of

this claim at once, were we to sit down at an

African or an Indian sacramental table. There

—it would be impossible to look round upon a

circle of brethren without a glow of brotherly

love. Our hearts would thrill at the sight of

so many brands plucked from the burning.

We could not suppress our love to them, were

we to try the experiment. We could not, by

any effort, go into cold and jealous calcula-

tions of their comparative rank or worth. AH
such considerations would be swallowed up,

in the high consciousness that we were asso-

ciated with the friends of Jesus.

And are his friends less valuable at home ?

Is there less of his love displayed in a church

of British, than in a church of African, con-

verts 1 Why, then, do we not take an equal

interest in the former ?

The cases are not, indeed, parallel, in all

respects. An African church is a novelty

;

whereas a British church is almost a matter of
18*
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course ; and we arg too much the creatures of

circumstances, to be as much atfected by what

is common as by what is uncommon. I readily

grant, therefore, that the appeal to our senses

is not the same at home that it would be

abroad. Any group of Africans or Indians,

would, however engaged, arrest our attention,

and interest our feelings, more than the same

number of our own countrymen, similarly en-

gaged. Africans, themselves, would be less

affected by the sight of a Brhish church than

we should by the sight of an African church
;

—because they must, of course, regard it as

only what might be expected in Britain.

These concessions and distinctions ought to

be made. But, after making them, thus fully

and freely, there is still enough in the case,

both to warrant and point an argument, on be-

half of brotherly love at the sacrament. For,

the utmost that can be said of any church, in

heathen lands, is that " Christ loved them

and gave himself for f/iem." Their calling

and election cannot be carried higher than to

the purpose of God ; nor their redemption

higher than to the blood of the Lamb ; nor their
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conversion higher than to the power ofthe Holy

Spirit : and to this height, the salvation of all

may be equally traced. There is, therefore,

a defect in our spiritual discernment, when-

ever we can look upon real converts, without

real pleasure. For we should be delighted to

meet the lowest of them in heaven ! There,

we shall never think of what was their rank

on earth. It will be enough to secure our

love, there, that they were loved by our Father,

and ransomed by oiar Saviour, and sanctified

by our Comforter. Every believer we meet

around the throne will bd hailed and held as a

" brother," because he is a " companion" in

the New Song of the cross. "Why, then,

should it not be so on earth 1

These are not the considerations which you

expected to be most prominent, in an essay

on sacramental communion with God and the

Lamb. You, most likely, began to read if, in

the hope that you mig-ht find some touching

hints, which would warm or melt your heart

;

and, thus, enable you to " go unto the altar

of God," with more joy, or composure, than

you could command when you were there
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last. Are you, then, disappointed ] You

ought not to be so. You have, indeed, a

right to expect that a minister, enforcing and

commending tlie sacrament, should, also,

bring before you a full-orbed view of the

great sacrifice, which it commemorates. For

that, being the chief thing, ought to have the

chief place. Well; just because it is the

chief thing in the sacrament, I am intent on

placing you in that spirit and position towards

it, which are most in accordance with it.

Now, that accordant position is, identification

with all who are " heirs together," with you,

" of the grace of life :" and that accordant

spirit is, love to them as joint heirs of eter-

nal life.

It is also, of great importance to bear in

mind that mournful sacraments are not use-

less. We are apt to regard these sad solem-

nities as sad disappointments ; and, if we

miss enjoyment, to imagine that we have com-

municated in vain. But this is a mistake.

Neither God nor the lamb is dishonored

or displeased, nor are we unprofited, when

sacraments do nothing but humble us. We
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have not come to the altar in vain, when we

retire from it wondering that our blood was

not mingled with our sacrifices. Nothing is

useless that, compels us to lay our ^' mouth

in the dust if so be there may be hope."

And this .is the effect of our sad sacraments.

They lay us in the very dust of self-abase-

ment. And, what is not less valuable, they

make us feel through all our soul that we

need more than ever to be watchful. For

now that we cannot wring from our hearts

one warm emotion, nor command one holy

feeling, how easily temptations might over-

come or trials overwhelm us ! The solemn

questions—" Where will all this end 1—What

has brought on this utter loss of first love 1"

—reveal, as they flash across our darkened

spirit, dangers which make us tremble both

at and for ourselves. Now, although such

dread discoveries, like afflictions, are not

joyous but grievous ; " nevertheless, after-

ward," they yield the peaceable fruit of

righteousness unto them who are exercised

by them."

When, however, there is a succession of
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sad or dull sacraments ; and when commu-

nicants, month after month, retire from the

altar of God, weeping or trembling; and

where the desolation of soul cannot be traced

to the indulgence of any bad habit or temper,

there must, in such a case, be some misappre-

hension of the gospel. Now, the most pre-

valent mistake is that faith can work emphj-

handed ; or that the j)rinciple of it can work

by love, even when it is not exercised in be-

lieving the promises of the God of love. Faith

is, indeed, a principle and a vital one ; but,

(like the bee's power of making honey, which

is of no use apart from the nectar of flowers,)

it cannot work by love without believing the

motives to love. The bee cannot make honey

from water, nor yet from the dew of the morn-

ing : no more can faith extract comfort or hope

from threatenings, or produce joy by dwelling

on the dark side of things. We might just as

well, and more wisely, expect that our power

of seeing should cheer us apart from looking

;

or our power of hearing apart from listening,

as expect that faith can comfort us apart from

believing "comfortable words." Why are
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we are so prone to drop all our common sense,

when we try to exercise or examine our faith ?

Whenever we want to be cheered by the power

of seeing, we look abroad on the landscape of

nature, or on the achievements of art, and

dwell on their beauties and sublimities until

the eye affects the heart. We never gaze on

vacancy, nor on deformity, when we wish to

be delighted. In like manner, when we are

intent on being cheered by the exercise of the

power of hearing, we place ourselves where the

groves are most melodious, or where the instru-

ments are best toned, or where the voices have

most compass and variety ; and thus we pre-

pare to enjoy music. All this is natural and

necessary. And, is it not equally so, if we
would be cheered by faith, to believe cheering

truths ? We might as well roll our eyes in

darkness, or fix them upon a blank, and then

doubt their visual power, as judge of our faith

whilst we abstain from trying to believe the

glad tidings of salvation. This will never do,

at the sacrament, nor any where else, that com-

fort is needed. Wherever we come to God,

we must believe that He is the rewarder of
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them that diligently seek Him. In no duty,

and at no ordinance, can we be happy without

believing the promises with which it is con-

nected, and of which it is the pledge. And
we are as welcome to embrace them, as to

obey it. Now, we never doubt our obligation

to obey the laws of God : but, the moment
we look at them, we feel bound by their au-

thority, and awed by their san; tions. So we

ought to judge and feel. We are not, how-

ever, moVe bound to revere them, than we are

welcome to believe the gospel. The promises

are just as free to our faith, as the command-

ments are binding on our conscience. Con-

science, without the law, would be an insuffi-

cient and unsafe guide ; and Faith, without the

promises, would be a miserable comforter, and

a fruitless principle.

FINIS*
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